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Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn that—
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh
thanked North Haven citizens for
the flowers sent to Hopewell at the
time of the loss of thelr son, and
“the thought and sympathy that
came with them."
St. George had a topheavy lead ln
•*
How poor are they that have not
the Twilight League, with Waldoboro
•— patience—Shakespeare
♦
as the runner-up.
Ma*******,***'***«**«**«*****«-*««*«**«**«*»**R
Mr. and Mrs Lorenzo C. Morton of
Friendship celebrated thelr golden
LINDBERGHS' FLIGHT wedding.
Lou Tellegen, the well known actor,
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh
who was spending the summer in
who took off from North Haven Tues
Thomaston, addressed the Rockland
day afternoon arrived at St. Johns.
Lions Club.
Newfoundland, yesterday afternoon,
The Maine Association of Fire
after a flight of 5% hours from Hali
Chiefs held Its midsummer meeting
fax, N. S. The despatches say they
ln Camden.
were greeted by the Newfoundlanders
Smack Madeline & Flora, com
like old friends. Today the Lindberghs
manded by Capt. Charles Carver,
will visit the Italian Armada at Cart
brought 900 gallons of scallops to this
wright, Labrador.
port, exceeding by 200 gallons the
largest fare which had ever been re
ceived at this port. The previous
record was held by Capt. Sumner
j Whitney.
Bob Braden and Beth Harvester
AT COMMUNITY HALL
] won the matinee races at Knox Trot
SPRUCE HEAD
ting Park.

DANCE

SAT. NIGHT, JULY 15
Mnsic by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8 30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
62Th-tf

“I think it's a disgusting state of
affairs when one reads of comedians
earning more than cabinet minis
ters!"
“Oh, I dunno. On the whole they're
funnier!"—Humorist.

DANCING
STAGE AND BALL ROOM
TAUGHT BY

ELISE ALLEN CORNER
143 Main Street

Thomaston, Me,

Tel, 134
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USING MEDRICKS

JAPANESE PRINTS

At the Public Library the Ceremonies At

Doing To the Lobster

Coming 1 hree Weeks

By Fred C. Green
In the Public Library ts a most
A cheery, neat little dweller of our . delightful exhibition of Japanese
seacoast has been placed on the spot wood-cuts. It was loaned by thc
by the Federal Government, which Shima Art Company of New York
has lent an ear to certain officials of i city and will be on exhibit for three
the State of Maine who express the weeks. The prints will be changed
belief that he is, in part, responsible I from time to time, as the collection
for the growing dearth of lobsters.
is too large for one exhibit.
He is the medrick, also known as the
Included in this exhibition are
sea swallow, the tern, Bonaparte’s gull prints by the greatest masters of the
and. in some places, wrongfully, as
print Hokusai, noted for his
the mackerel gull. His number is fine draughtmanship;
Hiroshige,
legion, especially in Maine. In coloniz famous for his landscapes: Utamaro,
ing he often becomes quarrelsome and whose work is outstanding for the
bedlam ls the result, but, in the main, grace and beauty of the women he
he Is an industrious, steady member portrays. The curling "Wave" of
of sea fowl society.
Hokusai, the 'Moonlit Beach" by
About the size of a pigeon, the med Hiroshige are two of the best known
rick is a swifter, trimmer bird than prints reproduced.
his cousin, the gull. In appearance
Although the two-color wood-cut
he greatly resembles the swallow, par
print was not made in Japan until
ticularly with regard to his deeplythe middle of the seventeenth cen
forked tail and long, pointed wingtury, It had a predecessor several
tips. He has a pointed black cap,
hundred years of age—the print
similar to that of bam swallows, a
made from one block and afterwards
snowy breast, a gray mantle and
coral-red legs and feet. His beak is hand painted.
Painting, a high art ln Japan for
long and pointed, without the curved
twelve
centuries, was an art dis
end that marks that of the gull.
tinctly of the aristocracy. The print
Doomfd For Three Weeks
maker was an artisan and hts block
Mr. Medrick is an industrious fish print was the art object of the poor
erman. He flaps along slowly, a few man. Little known in the West until
yards above the ocean's surface, turn Degas and Moret recognized their
ing his head from side to side. II merit, the originals of the besfood is in sight he dives like a fish- period of the prints now sell for
hawk. If business is not good in the thousands of dollars to collectors In
particular area over which he is rang the West as well as in the East.
ing, and his sharp eyes spot others
All the prints are hand blocked on
of his class getting results elsewhere, mulberry paper .from cherrywood
he puts on speed and flies swiftly. blocks. Colors used are made from
The medrick does not soar as does the I vegetable dyes, with the most vivid
gull and ln following his prey he often shades of blue predominating.
zigzags rapidly along the course the
In the exhibition is a book showing
food is taking.
I the processes of reproduction, of
Although not so much of a scaven
making a print, showing the flrst
ger as the gull, the medrick is pro
, print of the keyblock; next a print
tected by a Federal law from being
of the flrst color block, then the keyshot. This ban is to be lifted, how
block and the color block flrst printever, so that representatives of the
1 ed together; and so on through the
Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries Com- |
thirteen blocks necessary to complete
mission may shoot 25 specimens of the
the picture.
medrick over a period of three weeks,
They are borrowed chiefly to give
which will take in the last of July and
everyone the opportunity to study,
the early part of August. Horatio D.
first hand, some of the fine art
Crie of Rockland, a member of the
qualities contained in the original
commission, has secured this permis
Japanese prints, and also for the
sion. In the time set forth, baby lob
benefit of those who have the incli
sters, known as fry, are found in
nation and taste to enjoy them.
myriads close to the surface of the
Copies of the prints may be bought
sea. Mr. Crie is of the opinion that
through
the library and the srtall
medricks are voracious feeders on this
profit
derived
from the transactions
succulent fare.
In this stage the young lobsters will be added to the book fund.

SATURDAY SPECIAL

Remarkably
PHILCO,

MAJESTIC,

LOW PRICED

WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let as show vou the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
'Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ice Cream Cabinets,
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
ROCKLAND

-aClT;. „

on the Penobscot and among the
75-tf

492 MAIN STREET

iflNS

Week Days
l/R
’
and
Sundays
EXC

CROSLEY

TEL. 260-W
75-90

Sea Islands on the coast of Maine

D Al LY E X C E PT SUN DAY {Daylight Saving Time)
To BANGOR and intermediate points. Sail
from Rockland 5:30a.m.,arriveback7:30p.m.

Excursion round-trip, Rockland-Bangor
To points on BAR HARBOR LINE. Sail
from Rockland 5:30 a. marrive back 6:4 5 p. m.

$305

Excursion round-trip, Rockland-Bar Harbor • • •
To points on BROOKLIN LINE. Sqil
from Rockland 5:30a.m.,arriveback6:30p.m.

Excursion round-trip, Rockland - Brooklin

.. .*2£

Low excursion rates to all points on these lines.

SPECIAL SUNDAY EXCURSIONS {Commencing June 2y}

Oakland Park
TONIGHT

THEY ARE HERE

LLOYD RAFNELL GEORGIANS
Featuring EDDIE FERRY
BE SURE AND SEE EDDIE

MET WITH FORTY CLUB

Montpelier Will Include Speeches By Rockland Lions Have Happy Session With Prospective
Governor Brann and Congressman Moran
Recruits—What Lionism Means

To See What They Are

“TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT’

AUTHORIZED

PLANS FOR KNOX BIRTHDAY

Volume 88.................... Number 83

Putting Them On the Spot Beautiful Loan Exhibit To Be

have no instinct of fear until they
82-84-thenTtf
have reached the period known ln life t0 stand in 1116
°f dra«&ln’!
lobster fishery as the fourth stage, something more than mere existence
I Therefore they are easy prey for med- out of the ocean depths. If the medricks. It is claimed that one of the, rick
« charged. he 15
for
birds will consume an enormous num 1 a hard time, for lobster propagation
See The Sensationally Successful
ber of these embryo '^broiled lives” is too expensive to be carried on
largely for the benefit of birds.
while they are defenseless.
In other ways, however,zthe med
Sentiment Stands Back
rick is of great aid to fishermen. He
The 25 that are to be executed in is an unfailing Indicator of the school
aid of scientific research are to be ing of large pollock. When hundreds
FRIDAY NIGHT, CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
turned over to Professor Donnell B. of medricks are to be seen wheeling
Young, head of the department of zo and dipping and diving In the sun
One of the season's best events
ology at the University of Maine. He light, to the accompaniment of their
will examine the contents of thelr shrill, harsh “Cre-e-e-e-e-e-e-e," that
Dance After thc Show. Tickets at Corner Drug Store
stomachs, and if evidence is found means but one thing. The pollock are
that the medricks are consuming lob swimming ln vast numbers, and in do
ster fry the next step will be to seek ing so are driving to the surface
repeal of thc protecting law and thus great quantities of shrimp, on which
throw the medrick family open to the medrick feasts.
SILSBY’S
extinction.
With present conditions obtaining
There Is another sign in Harlem ln
in the lobster industry of the P’ne a window of West 134th street, which
20 PER CENT OFF
Tree State, the thousands of persons ls bad medicine for music: “Piano
ON ALL POTTERY
dependent on it for a living are not lessons. Special pains given to be
sentimental enough to permit bird ginners."
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
371 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

ROUND TRIP FARES
To BANGOR — from Rockland or Camden, $2.00,
from Belfast, $1.50
To BAR HARBOR — from Rockland, $2.00,
from North Haven, $1.75 — from Stonington, $1.50
To DARK HARBOR —from Rockland, $1.00

To BROOKLIN —from Rockland, $1.50

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES
Fot information and tickets apply ROCKLAND WHARF

The Lions Club and Forty Club I but nevertheless lt is vitally confraternlzed in the main dining hall j cerncd with public opinion on matof The Thorndike yesterday noon and ters of public interest as an associathe contemplated merging of the tlon and has from time to time exlatter Into the international organt- ' pressed in convention the associazatlon took on a much stronger like- j tlon-s attitude through the assemlihood Each found out what both bled delegates. For example, at Tohad already known, that thc two ronlo ,n 1931 ln convention, its 2000
clubs are composed of fine fellows, delegaUs Went on record as dlsapand that much was to be gained provlng of socialistic tendencies
through a commingling of thelr WOrklng in opposition to the Oov •
social activities and service club ernment and the u^lfare of its citl| efforts. The decision of the Forty | Mng jn 1932 at Its convention in
Plans for the 1933 celebration ol r morial wreath and members of the Club will probably be arrived at after |
,t start<,d an educathe birthday of General Henry Knox Battery F will do escort duty and its outing at Hewett’s Lsland one tional program of "Know Your
week from next Sunday. The Lions I Public Officials Better.”
at Montpelier proceed apace. Sev fire the salute.
At 2.30 Gov. Brann and Congress are asked to Join in this event, and ,
The Lions International Assoclaeral of the features which proved man Moran are expected to speak the women folks are also invited.
,
tlon
Is composed of more clubs on
so popular last year have been in-, and a baud will provide music until The expedition will leave MeLoon'. I
American continent lhgn
corporated in the 1933 celebration 5 o'clock. The speaking will be from wharf at 9 a. m in one of the best
any other civic service organization.
and among the new attractions will; the High street porch and seating boats of the MeLoon fleet.
The purpose of a Lions Club, bcThe Lions Club has Interested It
be the presence of Gov. Louis J. arrangements will be made for the
yond the social fellowship aspect. Is
self ln revising Route No. 1 (the At
Brann with his staff and a speech public.
to recognize community needs, to
by Congressman E. C. Moran, Jr., of
Open house will be held through lantic Highway! so as it relates to discover remedies, and either by in
this city.
out the day and the public ls cor this city, the idea being to have dependent effort or through co
Mrs. Lois Creighton of Thomaston, ’ dially invited to visit the beautiful Route IA continue from the present j operation with other agencies, to ef
president of the Knox Memorial I memorial at the very modest holi intersection at Broadway and come j fect remedies for the existing needs.
Association is serving as general day fee. Hostesses in colonial cos down through Main street. It is felt ]
To show my faith in the worthi
chairman and has associated with tume will be in attendance. A new that with the present routing the ness of my vocation by industrious
business
section
of
Rockland
ls
los

her division chairmen as follows: feature Just approved by the direc
application to the end that I may
Program, Mrs. Anne Snow; recep tors is the tea room and gift shop ing much trade which legitimately merit a reputation lor quality of
belongs
to
lt.
V.
F.
Studley,
F.
A.
tion, Jarvis C. Perry; decorations,! with a woman’s exchange which will
service.
Alfred Strout. Several sub-commit be operated in one of the basement Winslow and Dr B. E. Flanders were
To seek success and to demand all
tees are working out the detailed rooms. The tea room will be under appointed a committee to confer with
fair remuneration or profit as mv
the
Chamber
of
Commerce,
on
the
plans which will be announced in | special management, open to all
Just due, but to accept no profit or
visitors and the exchange will In part of the Lions; and Frank A. Tirdue time through these columns.
rell, Cleveland Sleeper and Evereti success at the price of my own selfThe morning service at the tomb ! clude fancy work. rugs, quilts, etc., A. Munsey were named to represent [ respect lo6t because of questionable
of General Knox, will be conducted largely of a colonial flavor. All per
the Forty Club.
j
on
Partas usual for it has proven one of sons ln the community may present
, , . .
J To remember that ln building up
the most beautiful parts of the day's articles for exchange, providing the
District Oovernor Maurice Orbeton |
buslncss U U not neccssary to
ceremonial. Rev. Peter B. Frank material is suitable. The Associa
tear
down another's; to be loyal to
lin, rector of St. John Baptist tion will participate in the earnings of Bangor presented thc principles
my
clients
or customers and true to
Episcopal Church will be the preach of the tea room, gift shop and ex of International Lionism in a concise
myself.
and interesting manner—this for the
er. Jarvis C. Perry will place the me change.
Whenever a doubt arises as to the
benefit of the Forty Club listener;.
right
or ethics of my position or
He also spoke of the Sargentville
SOUND PROSPERITY
VETERANS PROBLEMS bridge proposition which ls being action towards my fellowmen. to re
sponsored by the energetic Stonlng- solve such doubt against myself.
Moran Sees "Soundest Ever Rep. Moran Explains To the
l ton Lions Club. At present lt ls not To hold friendship as an end and
Known" Through IndusLegionnaires What Con- possible to leave the island after 6 not a means. To hold that true
| o'clock in winter and 9 o'clock ln friendship exists not on account of
trial Recovery Bill
gress Did About Them
1 summer by regular methods, and lt ls the service performed by one to an
Every seat In American Legion hat! felt that a slice of Uncle Sam's bridge other, but that true friendship de
The United States is in the midst
was
occupied Tuesday night, the money can be expended there to good mands nothing but accepts service
of a peaceful orderly revolution, ;
lodestone
being the announced talk advantage. It would be a toll bridge, in the spirit in which it is given.
which will substitute social order and
Always to bear in mind my obli
by
Representative
Moran on veterans which would eventually pay for it
control for “rugged individualism."'
gations as a citizen to my nation, my
legislation in the last session of Con self.
Representative Edward C. hioran Jr., ' gress Among thc things Mr. Moran
District Oovernor Orbeton also told state and my community, and to give
of Rockland told the Maine Daugh said were:
| of the field day to be held by Ston- to them my unswerving loyalty in
ters of the American Revolution at
Any service connected case will not l ington Lions Club July 26. with the word, act and deed. To give them
their field day at Poland Spring Sat receive a cut of more than 25 percent co-operation of other Lions Clubs in freely of my time, labor and means.
urday.
and the average will be about 18(4 that part of the State. The details To aid my fellowmen by givlag
Declaring that the revolution percent.
my sympathy to those ln distress, my
appear ln another column.
started March 4. when Immediately, Widows and orphans of World War
Vice President Cleveland Sleeper aid to the weak, and my substance
following his inaugural President veterans, to the number of 36,000, of the Forty Club said that every to the needy.
Franklin D. Roosevelt issued cxecu-,1 without funds of any kind will be
To be careful with my criticisms
thing appeared ln a different light
tive orders closing every bank in the cared for; 154.000 ex-service men j after listening to Mr. Orbeton's de- j and liberal with my praise; to build
country and calling a special session suffering from tuberculosis will be ' scription of Lionism, as it gave a up and not destroy,
of Congress, the Congressman assert placed before a veterans' board, and
clear understanding of what new
■
ed that its nature has saved the i all worthy cases will be taken care of. 1 members might expect. Frank A. ocountry from wholesale bloodshed,
Veterans totally and permanently Tirrell, another member of the Forty
THE “KICK'S" COMING BACK
murder, dispossession of private disabled, whose disability cannot be
Club, said he believed the latter or
property and attacks upon the insti traced to wartime service will receive
ganization had outlived Its usefulness,
The Courier-Gazette hears on
tutions of marriage, family life and $30 a month; many of the Spanish
after serving a distinct purpose, and
good authority that the ( oast
religion.
War Veterans will receive compensa that it should unite with some na- j Guard cutter Kirkapoo will be
Congressman Moran in his address tion up to $100 a month.
tional or international organization. | hack at her Rockland berth by
declared that the passage of emer
Mr. Moran answered many ques He said lt contained good workers
the middle of September. This
gency legislation without indecision, tions, and the veterans expressed who would be an asset to any club. I
is considerably earlier than had
bickering or delay reassured the their appreciation of his kindness in
A welcome visitor at yesterday's! been expected; tn fact there
country and met crises in the finan clarifying the situation.
meeting was Kenneth V. White, who
were many persons who felt
cial world, where banks were falling
directed thc singing and aided it with I they had kissed her good-bye.
like a house of cards He asserted
his trusty cornet; Duke Annis at the
It Is understood that she is
WINS HIGH HONORS
that while there were some dishonest
piano.
being equipped with an nil
bankers, thc majority were victims of
burner.
John Mclnnes, Formerly of An Interesting feature was the
depreciation ln real estate and secur
singing of "The Maine Song" com
Rockland, Gets Degree of posed by Frances Mcscrve Cotton,
ity values as a result of the depres
sion.
and sung to the tunc of “Tramp,
Bachelor of Education
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Losses to depositors could have
Tramp. Tramp.” Lion Henry A.
been averted, the speaker said, had
John B. Mclnnes of Providence, Howard first heard lt at a meeting of
If I had to live my life again I would
each bank closed when values formerly of this city, graduated June the Maine Club in St Petersburg, have madc a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
dropped to a point where assets 27 from the Rhode Island College of Fla., and brought lt North. It got a
a week The loss ot these tastes Is a
equalled liabilities, but lax National Education, receiving the degree of very cordial reception.
loas of happiness —Charles Darwin
and State regulation, allowed them Bachelor of Education. There were
• • • •
THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH
to continue beyond that point.
187 students ln the graduating class.
From District Oovernor Orbeton's Under a spreading chestnut-tree
New or reorganized banks are the Mr. Mclnnes receiving the highest address these high lights for thc The village smithy stand*;
The smith, a mighty man Is he.
best banks the country ever had, he rank.
benefit of Forty Club members and With large and sinewy hands;
continued and the Glass-Steagall Bill
In the annual examination con others who may be contemplating And the muscles of his brawny arms
Are strong as Iron bands.
by banishing the banking affiliate ducted by the Cooperative Testing affiliation with the order:
and bank hold’rig company and pro Association ln more than 40 colleges
Hh hair ls crisp, and black, and long.
There are at present 2664 Lions His face ls like the tan;
viding a deposit guarantee system ln the country, Mr Mclnnes also re
Clubs in the United States with His brow ls wet with honest sweat.
He earns whate’er he can.
assures thc people that thelr savings ceived the highest rating of any stu
more than 80.000 members, each and And looks the whole world in the face.
will no longer be subject to loss be dent ln the country, as announced by
For
he owes not any man.
every club with the same ideals of
cause of adverse business conditions Dr. John Alger, president of Rhode
Week
ln.
week out. from morn till night.
community service, relief of the
Island College. He was very popular
or the avarice of bankers.
You can hear his bellows blow;
underprivileged, and work among You can hear him swing his heavy
■ Branding the industrial recovery during his college years, and leaves
the blind. The last annual report Withsledge.
measured beat and slow.
bill as the keystone of the “new regretful friends ln both faculty and
shows more than 18,000 worthwhile Like a sexton ringing the village bell.
*
deal," he said that it will provide student body.
When the evening sun Is low.
Mr. Mclnnes composed thc music activities engaged in and undoubt
control of Industry, planned produc
edly this figure will be greatly ex And children coming home from school
Look ln at the open door;
tion, shorter hours of labor, minimum for the class anthem, "Almighty God,
ceeded In the report this year.
They love to see the flaming forge.
wages, fair prices and protection of We Offer Thee Our Youth." John's
And hear the bellows roar
Lions International is the only And
catch the burning sparks that fly
Industry. By this law the American distinctive musical talent will be re
Like chaff from a threshing-floor.
service
club
organization
maintain

people take control of industry and called by hts many Rockland friends.
goes on 8unday to the church.
make sure that it functions in thc Gifted on piano and organ, he also ing an activities department. This HeAnd
sits among his boys.
department catalogues all activities He hears
delved
deep
Into
musical
literature,
the parson pray and preach.
interest of all of the people Instead
from
maintaining
a
hospital
to
the
He
hears
his daughter’s voice.
of for the benefit of a favored few, and while in tender years was prob
Singing In the village choir
smallest possible activity and the And It makes his heart rejoice.
ably
as
well
versed
in
musical
history
he added.
Congressman
Moran
predicted and the fundamentals of music as experiences of the constituent clubs It sounds to him like her mother's voice,
In Paradise!
that it would produce thc soundest anyone In this section. His talent in putting these activities over are He81nglng
needs must think of her once more.
prosperity America has ever known has carried on since removing to available to all clubs, that they may How tn the grave she lies.
with his hard, rough hand he wipes
and that If lt continues to be wisely Providence for he has played the pipe profit by these experiences and be And
A tear out of his eyes.
successful
In
their
projects.
Lions
organ
several
years
and
continued
administered will prevent periodic
Tolling.—rejoicing,—sorrowing.
recurrence of disastrous depressions, study under more advanced teachers. International publishes the Juvenile Onward through life he goes;
Each morning sees some task begin.
Braille
Magazine
for
the
Blind,
and
His
brother
Randall,
ls
doing
but warned that its success depends
Each evening sees lt close;
upon the unselfish support of the splendid work ln his studies in the through this has brought hours of Something attempted, something done.
Has earned a night’s repose.
High
School
in
Providence,
and
also
pleasure
to
the
blind
children
and
people and industry of America.
has received a certificate of appre grown ups Over 7000 copies of this Thanks, thanles to thee» my worthy
"Let’s get our wives together to ciation for his good work in the High Braille Magazine were distributed For friend.
the lesson thou hast taught I
Thus at the flaming forge of life
School orchestra; he plays the trom last year.
night and have a big evening."
Our fortunes must be wrought;
"O. K., but where shall we leave bone. His sister Mary, has taken up
Lionism does not concern Itself Thus on Its sounding anvil shaped
I
Annan/ltlc T zw
burning deed and thought.
violin study
with matters of polities or religion, Each —
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

In the shadow of Thy wings I will j
make my refuge—Psalms 57:1. .

Every-OtKer-Day
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AGAINST LIMESTONE

EAGLE WILL SCREAM

FAST GAMES IN TWILIGHT

Depart- Stonington Lions Club To
Have Field Day July 26— But Oh Boy! Tonight’s Game, When St. George and
ment He Favors Granite In

Rep.

Moran Tells

A DELICIOUS BEVERAGE

3/ a Quart

Iced Tea Makes Refreshing But
Economical Summer Drink

Make Iced Tea

this

(including all ingrediants)

NEW SALADA Way

1. Put five teaspoonfuls ol 5. Add juice of half-a-lemon
Iced tea as a summer beverage is
Salads Tta in teapot
6. Add one-third cup ol auger
gaining more popularity each year—
S. Add one quart Boiling 7. Place in refrigerator and
OCR CIVIL WAR
(bubbling boiling) water
Governor Louis J. Brann has been
thoroughly chill
a tribute to its invigorating and
Representative Moran has made
coin County contender emerged on
Coming Games
3. Let steep (or five minutes 8. Add email cube ol ice Io
invited
to
attend
a
field
day
to
be
thirst-quenching properties. It makes
The kidnapping in Albany of young public a latter which he was forward
Tonight—St. George at Rockland. the short end of the game.
each glaaa juat before atrving
4. Strain into pitcher
the
least expensive warm weather
O'Connell, with the demanded ran ing to the supervising architect of held under the auspices of the Ston
The
score:
Friday—Rockland at Waldoboro.
som of a quarter-million dollars, the Treasury Department protesting ington Lions Club July 26 at Fred
drink—three cents pays for four tall
Saturday—St. George at Camden.
Camden
stirs anew the wrath of the country. against the use of limestone in the Williams' "Open Harbor Camp,”
Sunday—Camden at Waldoboro;
bh PO a e glasses, including all ingredients.
ab
r
But what are you going to do about construction of the Lewiston post- West Stonington.
Thomaston at Rockland.
To make a really delicious iced tea
Mayhew, ss
.... 3 1 1 2 6 1
lt? That was the challenge of Boss office. The letter was based upon re
Some 200 guests are expected to
2
1
1
1
0
......
3
Plaisted,
2b
drink
which does not lack strength,
Tweed to the people of New York, ceipt of information that the low attend from the various Lions Clubs
The League Standing
Wadsworth. lb .... 3 0 1 19 0 0 follow the recipe used by a leading
who rose up and annihilated him and bidder is the Nicholis Valiant Com of Region No. 3 of the 41st district St. George —............. 6
.666
4 0 1 3 3 1
Thomas, c ..
his thieving associates. In earlier pany of Staten Island which offer which includes Bangor, Belfast, Rockland ................. 5
tea firm in making iced tea for its
.555
.... 4 1 1 1 3 0
Lord. 3b ...
days the law-abiding citizens of Cali to build the structure of limestone Stonington, Castine. Old Town and | Camden .................. 5
“Fresh from the Gardena”
S19-A
.545
employes.
At this company’s Boston
4 0 0 0 0 0
Daly, cf ...
fornia wiped out the criminals by for $110,997 and of granite for ' Lincoln.
Waldoboro
.444
.... 3 1 0 0 0 0 office iced tea is served each after
"Shush!" said the young man who
Leonard, if
The word "tax," we are told, comes
swift and wholesome resort to tha $140,997.
Stonington will be appropriately 'Thomaston .............. 4
.400
4 0 2 1 0 0 noon at four o'clock to all workers. from the Latin “taxare," meaning "to had fled the group of boresome
Boynton,
rf
hangman's noose. Whether or not
....
"Certainly the State of Maine decorated in honor of the Governor,!
.... 4 0 0 0 2 1 They find it most acceptable on hot touch sharply." No further wise debutantes. “I’m a fugitive from a
Bennett, p
we admit it, the plain fact is that wants a granite building," wrote and the day's program will include [
Thoma.1 ton 5, Waldoboro 5
crack is needed.—Boston Transcript. Jane gang!"—Brooklyn Eagle.
this country finds itself the theatre Representative Moran. "We do not Ja Lions parade headed by the GovThese teams fought a 10-round
sultry days and look forward to the
16
32
7
27
3
want
limestone.
As
evidence
of
how
ernor
through
the
principal
streets
j
draw
at
Community
Park
Tuesday
of civil war, on one side the decent
rest period and beverage which gives
people, on the other the racketeers strongly I feel personally I would of Stonington and environs, and a ' night, and it was a well played game
Waldoboro
such relief.
I
and the kidnappers. Senator Cope rather see the building not erecten clambake anda layout of sports at, despite the continuance of this
ab r bh po a e
Here is how you can make one I
land of the U. S. Senate committee at all. than see it built of limestone °Pcn Harbor Camp. A stage will be : juiy's wintry weather. Rather lax R Brewer. 3b .
4 0 0 2 0 0 quart of this good iced tea at a cost |
investigating this nation-wide rack Maine is a granite State, Federal erectcd on an elevation at Open Har- | baserunning lest Thomaston some Boggs, 2b ...
.... 5 0 1 1 2 0 of only three cents. Steep five tea- |
These surely are heetic days with us In the clothing business.
eteering, declares that it is costing
Clark ss ...
5 1 3 0 4 2 spoonfuls of a reliable tea ln a quart !
at UI uic ma. , ,
1
Prices are ris'ng
rapidly that It fairly makes us dizzy. We are
the people $10,000,000,000 a year. It terial of the region. The Indiana U exPccted t0 make a bnef address;
fortunate in having a pretty large (dock, no have not as yet been
Burns, c ....
4 0 3 6 2 0 of bubbling boiling water. After five j
compelled to advance our prices. Now is the time for you to buy!
isn't worth it. For less than half
Hilton, rf .
.... 2 1 0 0 0 0 minutes, pour the tea off the leaves !
that sum. backed by aroused public
M. Brewer, lb .... 3 0 1 13 1 1 into a pitcher—add the juice of half J
j to put their product over on a gran- duced by George Howard Noyes. [
opinion, every last one of these
Montpelierites being able to
Benner, cf .
4 0 0 0 0 0 a lemon and half a cup of sugar—and |
UNION SUITS—in a dozen different styles or patterns, from
i ite State like Maine.
chairman of the Stonington Board of
criminals should be got behind the
................................4................................................... 50c, 75c. 51.00
Young. If .
from it.
4 0 0 0 0 0 put it in the refrigerator to cool. Add .
"From the standpoint of relieving
and secretary of the
25c, 45c, 65c
bars or into their graves.
SHIRTS
AND DRAWERS ....... . ........
Davidson,
p
....
4
1
2
4
0
3
I unemployment, the main purpose stonington Uons c]ub.
ice only when ready to serve—and I
............. 59c, 75c
WORK SHIRTS ...........................in two innings, three runs being
then just a cube to tinkle in the glass I
59c, S1.00, $1.50
1 for which these buildings are being
DRESS SHIRTS ..................................
JAPANESE WOOD-CUTS
These newly elected officers of the
$1.00, $1.25
35 3 9 24 13 3 This amount is just right for a family i
KHAKI PANTS—great values .....
erected, there is no comparison in Stonington Lions Club have been in _ j scored in the second and two in the
98c, $1.25, $1.98
WORK
PANTS
.............
.
..........
Camden
....
10110001
x-4
:
eighth.
In
the
former
instance
it
of four.—adv.
An unusual opportunity is opened value between the two materials; the stalled
...... S1.0O, $1.40
OVERALLS—all kind* ....................
Waldoboro
00020000 1--3 "
--- •— ■
---- I
to lovers of the beautiful, in the granite requires far more labor, and
President. James I Stinson; first
Brewer's double
59c, 69c, 79c
BOYS’ BLOUSES OR SHIRTS .........
......... . .... 59c, 65c, 75c, $1.00
present exhibition of Japanese wood-1 it will be labor for the citizens of the yice president, Milo B. Clarke; sec- turned the trick after two men had, Two-base hit. Burns. Three-bas? ville Sunday at the ball game. |
BOYS' PANTS . ..
cuts at the Public Library, details of | state where the building is erected.
ond vice president, D. Jewett Noyes, been patched, together with Clark's hit, Boynton. Sacrifice, Plaisted There is no doubt now but he will bt I
i
Curi- Burns. Base on balls, off Bennett 4, kept busy autographing baseballs.
which are noted ln another column, j “From the standpoint of perma- lhird vjce president, Raymond C. j single and a fielder’s choice
The price of raw silk, cotton and wool has doubled lately and
It is undoubtedly true that knowl- J nence, and Federal buildings should gmaii; Lion tamer. Harold A. Small; ously enough this was the only ex- offDavidson 3.Struck out.by Benwith thr new luw going Into force next Saturday, all wages in textile
mill will be greatly advanced. All these will be reflected in the,
We were glad to see Talbot Aldrich,
edge of Japanese art is not a familiar be built with that purpose in view. taji twister. John A. Dunton; treas- tra-base hit in the 20 half innings
nett 2.bv Davidson 4 Double plays,
prices of thc goods you pure base. Don't blame us!
IW. O Fuller, Herbert Ward and
possession of the general people, even there is no question that granite urer George B Noyes; secretary, G And speaking of Clark—there is a Mayhew to Plaisted. Davidson
Maine Buildings

Gov. Brann Expected

Rockland Have It Out

AYER’S

broth of a boy that Manager Brown M. Brewer. Hit by pitcher, Bennett man>' others that patronize the ball
picked up somewhere. He hit safe- j 2, Davidson 2. Umpires, Talbot and j
and I must mention those
ly in four times at bat in this game Dunbar.
"young fellows," A. J. Ewell. John A.
and has been hitting cocfi&teoCly
» . • •
1 Puller, Ned Oilchrest and D. H.
since he Joined the Lincoln County The sports editor certainly has no WaI1
Elmer E. Allen,
WEST WALDOBORO
entry.
desire to indulge in a controversy
the Waldoboro standpoint wlth Elmer e. Allen of Tenant's Har——7•
- Qiorta
From the
Mrs. Clara Manej an
pamari^ame was ver^ ncar^ a Hilton tor, ^ut as an avowed advocate of
Gross visited relative
Burns and Clark affair, the pitcher seven-inning Twilight League games
scotta last week.
empiOy- having 14 strlkeouUfirst base‘
that it is necessary to recall that
Miss Rosalind Kaler
IS WHERE MADAM HOUSE
man accepting 18 chances and Clark prjOr
the organization of the presment in New Hampshire
WIFE WILL FIND
PURE,
and son I doing what we have said' ent league it was always the custom
Mr. and Mrs. arry
.
Walker and L. Sawyer turned in t0 play onjy seven-inning games
WHOLESOME FOOD PRICED IN
of Winslow Mills spen
•
£ome nice playJ fo. Thomaston
Tonight League had Its incepTHE MOST ATTRACTIVE MAN
Mr. and Mrs. u n
while F. Grafton made a wow of a tion al Oakland Park where thc
NEARING A CENTURY
i Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
NER. SEEING IS BELIEVING. COME
Mrs. Lillian Standish has been
„ „ , Your columns suggest that poetry
her daughter'Mrs Charles ™ni"g c*ch °n J^Vo^S
ln"ingS
*
IN AND SHOP—AND SAVE!
Celebrating his 94th birthday, finds I
ukeQ on renewed
er
| had "two bases" written all over the Lreak , Ue, and that lt did not
cover. Eb Grafton led his team in, unpopular, may be judged from the
John D Rockefeller again brought interest. I have read with much
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Soule of Port
I hitting.
into the limelight as one of the. , pleasure the article written by our . .
fact that the crowds there numbered
guests Sunday of Mr. and
The score:
country's foremost citizens in point
. w ,a vina, *anQ
k
more than 2000 persons on many oc.
1
, ,
. , . ,
_ . popular young post, Harold Vina. Mrs sidney Creamer,
Thomaston
of the people s regard for him. Fol- y ljke fais
* f()r
Qf a more
\ casions.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Johnson are
ab r bh tb po a
lowing stormy years of amazing busi-!
Nine inning games are perfectly
vocabulary in our every receiving congratulations on the j E. Grafton, If.... 5 2 3 3 3 0 *
ness successes with the quiet life of [
0 feasible for a few weeks longer if the
i day conversation. But slang is birth of a daughter.
0
a private citizen has not removed
Felt, 3b ......
5
• games are called at 5 30 or even 6
We inMrs Harold Rider and two children
John D. from well-meant public at-1 “mel,mes so expre*
2
Walker.
2b
---4
0, o'clock, sharp, providing it is a clear
tention Doubtless in this uis bene- dulge *n lU “*e mvo.untar.ly^ It <* Waldoborovisited relatives here
0
j Stone, cf ........ 4
0 night. But when the players do not
factions have a natural place; but <*curs t0 "«• that “ man> £eta Monday.
1
M. Sawder, c
0 j reach the field at 6 o'clock it is very
» think is the dis- have hved near the sea' a speC1''
Neil and Jackie Mills spent last
0
ZedgXaturc' tn ht'X^sophy -P^ion is given to them through wfek with thelr^^parents in St. Condon, p ...
-1 certain that they will not be there
0
L. Sawyer, ss
at 5.30. and even when they are at
Sf life his kindly outlook upon man- this medium. At least we know that Oforge
0
Fales, lb .....
p I the park on time, there seems to be
kind and the serenity of his hope ln I niany of our most beautiful poem.,.
Mr and Mrs ArnoId standish and
0
F. Grafton rf .
0 j an exasperating delay due to dlliya joyous future existence. Meantime ' deal wllh this subject of the sea Inson vUited reiatives
Camden Sundallying, horse play or unnecessary
he purposes to round out the full . ‘ts various moods. Mr. Vinal has day_
38 5 6 6 30 12 2 - practice. A game which is completed
years of a century, an ambition which j contributed many gems in this line, i Mr and Mrs George Barnes and
Waldoboro
, in semi-darkness, or which leads
his fellow-countrymen warmly ap- jabo the Rev Mr. Huse, who has Mr and Mrs Floyd 3^,,,,,. and
ab r bh tb po a
everybody to wonder if it will be com
prove with hope for its fulfillment. ' given us verse that sparkles wit daughter of St. George were guests
pleted. is not the kind of a baseball
One Pound Cellophane Wrapped
____________
the radiant light that reflects from Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Byron Mills. R. Brewer. 3b .... 5
Boggs. 2b ----- 4
contest that most of the fans pay to
old
ocean
on
a
bright
sunshiny
____________
A MEAL TIME VISITOR
One Dozen Brookfield
Kuhn, lb ........ 5
see, and 9 o'clock is not a convenient
morning.
-------When writing love-letters to your. _.
supper hour for players, spectators
I am reminded that the majority gjr] jfS always an act of precaution
erman, ss
The brilliantly attired humming
FANCY STEER
1 17
0 ' or those who prepare the meals. The
begin:
dear_______________
sweetheart and 1 Burns' C .......... 4
bird that honors our flower garden of our great poets, those whose
____ "My
__ ____
4 0
0 sports editor will continue to advoFANCY—5 TO 6 LBS
with his attentions makes a pleasant beautiful thoughts have lived for gentlemen of the jury."—Farm Jour- ^lark
Young, if .......... 5
0 cate seven-inning games at night,
factor in the program of the day. , years. are men. We have but few na]
1 Benner, cf ....— 5
0 and invites opinions, for or against.
We notice him in particular when we ; g-.eat dramatic epic poems written ___
BONELESS
11
___________
Hilton, p .......... 4
look out of window at meal-time by women—yet we are wont to con
ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT
We mean the family meal-time, three sider the writing of poetical thought
42 5 12 13 30 8 3
_____
of them in the day, and wonder if as a feminine rather than a mascu
Thomaston
100300001 0—5
George Man Is Disgusted With
lb 15c
BEEF LIVER,
our little friend has such canny line gift—but this is net so. To
GREEN OR WAX
Waldoboro
030000020 0—5
Several Things and Speaks Right
knowledge of the routine of the whomsoever is granted the gift of
25c
3
lbs
PORK
LIVER,
Two-base
hit,
R.
Brewer.
Bases
I
Out
home, as enables him to make these poetic vision, it should not be
on balls, off Hilton 3. Struck out, J
------3 lbs 25c
HAMBURG,
fluttering visits to the dark blue despised. It is well to cultivate a
by Condon 5. by Hilton 14. Hit by 1 Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
delphinium coincide with what he taste for the reading of good poetry;
lb 15c
STEWING BEEF,
pitcher, L. Eawyer Burr.1', Hi’.ton. ! who wants to see a seven inning
can see going on through the dining it enriches the mind.
Sacrifice hit, Boggs. Double plays,1 gam? right ln midsummer? Wc
room window. Is there anything
I read also with interest the col
Condon and Fales; Benner and I never had any last year unless called
wearing wings more fascinating than umns of juvenile rhymes printed
Boggs. Umpires, Talbot and Frye, by rain. We do not want any this
the hummingbird? We have never in your recent issues. It seems that
Scorer, Winslow.
j year either. If Waldoboro has some
seen its nest. Years ago we knew even the children have caught the
Baker’s Cocoa 10c
a man who said he had seen one. He rhyming fever. Little snatches of
• • • •
players who cannot get to the game
Camden 4, Waldoboro .7
g 0'C;0:;k or 539 that’s their hard
was a truthful man. as men go. But rhymes from children's lips come to
Tomato Soup, 05c
Last night's game at Camden was luck of course. The last game St.
we still wonder.
my ears occasionally. These em
Jell-o,
05c
played in one hour and 25 minutes. George played in Waldoboro our
bryo rhymes may be the first plant
and
was
the
finest
exhibition
of
THE CABINET ORGAN
ARMOUR’S MILK,
3 cans 17c
boys were there at 5.30 and the
ing of poetic seeds, from which
baseball which has been seen in the game was not started until 6.15
FANCY GEORGIA
some
day
will
spring
a
noted
poet!
PANCAKE
FLOUR,
2
pkgs 11c
Noting this column's recent allu
Twilight League this season. The o'clock. Whose fault was that?
As an editor I think you do well to
sion to that delicate instrument of
FOSS VANILLA, new deal,
31c
team which slaughtered St. George
think the games should start at
music, the guitar, a reader queries foster this growing spirit. You may
Monday
night
was
right
on
its
toes.
1
530
now
and
there
are
a
whole
lot
VEGETABLE
SOUP,
can
05c
whether in the connection we are be giving to future generations a
r piiME Gri NOW is thc kind
and again demonstrated that it Ls a of fans down this way who will cer
Dante
or
a
Sappho!
Who
can
tell?
of refrigerator you can
<J
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN, can 10c
able to command any recollection of
worthy contender though not high tainly be disgusted if this seven in
show with pride, because
Elizabeth O. Marsh.
the cabinet organ, that other source
it is the World’s Finest
TOMATO
KETCHUP,
in the league standing.
bottle 10c
ning stuff is put ln force. You will
of harmonious expression once enjoy
NATIVE GREEN
Electrical Refrigerator.
Pitching honors w?re about equll see a big falling off in gate receipts.
2
pkgs 13c
FREE
RUNNING
SALT,
STRAND
THEATRE
Beautiful
to
look
at,
with
ing unlimited vogue Memory returns
though the swift delivery of Foggy ybere are no other baseball leagues
plenty of food storage
upon us touched with a note of
FRESH FIG BARS,
lb 10c
space, and a unit huilt to
All the laughs, tears, comedy and
in the State playing seven inning
melancholy. Was it only the other
give lifetime
Davidson
represented
entirely differ games that we have heard of, and
tragedy of the olive drab doughboys
service — it of
day that we read of the closing of the
CALUMET
SUGAR—MOLASSES
ent types of hurling.
fers youeverywe think it a great mistake in start
doors of Estey, thc world-famous days are due to come Friday with
thing that
That there was plenty of work for ing such a proposition.
"Private Jones," featuring the in
maker of the instrument bearing his
you've looked
• « • •
the infield may be judged from the
for.
name? Until the cabinet organ imitable Lee Tracy. The picture is
fact that 33 of the put-outs were at
As The Courier-Gazette has al
found itself dispossessed by its livelier said to provide the dynamic actor
POUND OF EACH
first base, Wadsworth having 19 of ready stated it was Ivan Simmons
TIN A SWANS DOWN FREE
rival, the piano, it had a universality wilh his greatest role since coming
them.
Mayhew
played
especially
from
sensational
successes
on
Broad

who
made
that
one-hand
catch
in
I
of employment which the present
well at short, his on? error costing the Rockland game Instead oi I
time has little idea of. It was thc way to Hollywood He is supported by
nothing, thanks to the double which “Hank" Lowell. He held the ball as
Gloria
Stuart,
Berton
Churchill,
Rus

one Instrument of musical accom
Convenient tsrmi
he initiated. Lord also added to the was seen by scores of people. It was|
ol pavsiont.
Water Softpaniment, as well as of a somewhat sell Gleason.
LOW PRICES
excellent impression he has been a rotten decision. If the umpiring!
Is
a
woman's
place
merely
in
the
restricted solo performance, in the
making this season.
cf that game was a credit to any
social and church circles and leagues; home? People who are interested in
A High Grade Closet Bowl Brush FREE wilh
Camden scored one run each in body we baseball fans will not stand 1
and most of all it held the place of learning an answer to this often-de
HOME COOKED
every puuhase of one can uf Satti-Flush and
the first, third and fourth innings, for it on Riverside ball field.
honor in the home, where it was bated question will find it in “Ann
one can ol
• 4 ♦ •
but Waldoboro joined the procession
played upon with varying restrictions Carver's Profession," which will be
with a couple in the fourth on hits
A GOc KALUE — ALL FOR
If
our
ball
club
thinks
it
can
play
,
of skill by the young women of the shown Saturday. In this powerful I
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
by Clark, and M. Brewer, a sacrifice the kind of ball that was played here ,
family.
Where now are those drama Fay Wray is seen as Ann j
by Burns a walk for Hilton and a Monday afternoon and
formidable black-walnut pieces of Carver, a lawyer whose efforts to gain
expect1
wild heave by Thomas.
furniture, multiplied thousands in a greater reputation for herself re- j
crowds to see it play that kind of
Two successive errors by Clark a ball, the grandstand will have j
number, that took up wall space in suits in her neglecting her husband
these homes? Do any of them still It is only after he has become in
walk for Leonard and a wild pitch a gcod many vacant seats, unless 11
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
by Davidson gave Camden what am mistaken.
linger wheezingly in families where volved with another woman, and a 1
PINTS
HALF PINTS
QUARTS
• • • •
proved to be the winning run in the
this paper is read? First the piano series of complications results, that i
then the graphophone and vlctrola, Ann Carver realizes her true happi
eighth. Waldoboro scored one in
John Davidson ls not only a good)
then radio. Such is thc story of the ness lies in the love of her husband !
the ninth, but Bums fanned for th? first baseman but they say he learned '
decline and fall of the cabinet organ. —adv.
third out with two on, and the Lin- the art of autography over in Water-1

among those who exhibit more or less the hard stone, is more permanent.
acquaintance with the art of other | "Prom the standpoint of maincountries. Assuming our own com-1 tenance. the porous quality of limemunity to share in this generalization. stone with its ever existing possithe more value shall we set upon bilities of stain, and its chipping due
the privilege now afforded for this
vlolent fluctuation of weather in
Intimate study in a region of beauty Maine makes ^ntte preferable,
whose Importance is scarcely to be
„j sy.ongjy recommend that grancver-valued.
Miss Coughlin, the | He
spwified in
case
librarian, is to be congratulated upon
____________
securing so valuable a loan exhibit j
more ABOUT POETRY
from the New York art company and
_____
her enterprise should be approved by And Various Kinds of Words Em
our people through visits to inspect it ,
ployed By Writers of It.

Howard Noyes; directors. Dr. B. Lake
Noyes. Harold Bowie and Fred W.
williams; reporter. Dr. L. G Tewksbury.

WILLIS AYER

.

HERE

Meats

CHUCK ROAST,

lb 08c, 10c

___

BONELESS POT ROAST,

lb 16c

BONELESS VEAL ROAST,

lb 19c

NEWLY CORNED BEEF FLANK, lb 05c
11c

lb

ROASTING PORK,

391

BACON AND EGGS

FOWL lb'22‘

KITCHEN VISITORS
... AND THE NEW

CHUCK ROAST, lb.

12c

RIB ROAST,

^UC

lb.

STRING BEANS

GRUNOWl

3 quarts 25c

GROCERIES

PLUMS,
CUKES,
BANANAS,

2 dozen 25c
5 for 25c
4 pounds 23c

PEACHES
29c dozen

-I

PEAS,

peck

39c

COOKIES

CREAM TARTAR
SODA

BAKING
POWDER

2 lbs 29c

39c

Lb. 29c

FRED’S

'/uuwur

Boc

FOODS

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION

House-Sherman, Inc.

BELLMANS MAYONNAISE

59°

3?

1?

<

Every-Othsr-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 14—Camden—"Take It Or Leave
It." staged at the Opera House.
July 18—Camden—Annual flower show
of Garden Club.
July 18-19—Rockport—"Trial of thc
Century” at Town hall, auspices M. E.
Ladles Aid.
July 19—Thomaston—Methodist Ladles
Aid fair.
July 21—Thomaston—"Gram." staged
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad
ford at Watts hall.
July 25—Birthday of Gen. Henry Knox.
July 26—Field day of 8tonlngton Lions
Club at Open Harbor Camp, West Ston
ington.
Aug. 1—Annual field day of the Knox
County Eastern SJar Field Day Associa
tion at Penobscot View Orange hall.
Aug 2—Rockport—Midsummer Fair,
Baptist Ladles Circle
Aug. 9—Owl's Head—Church fair and
supper.
Aug. 10-12—Rockport—Carnival and
Regatta.
Aug. 12—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Orange holds Held meeting with Penob
scot View Orange at Olencove.
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair uf Sim
onton Community Association
Sept. 11—Special State election.
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Announcement that the Knox
County Trust Company would be
open for business next Monday ls de
clared premature. President Perry
yesterday was unable to name a defi
nite date as the time is dependent
upon several matters not determined.

Justice Powers of the Superior
Court was here yesterday conductj ing a hearing on the Friendship
land case of Whittlesby vs. Nicker
son. Cecil Clay acted as court ste
nographer. The respective attorneys
were R. I. Thompson and Alan L.
Bird.

Starting Saturday, July 15
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

“Val Doree” Silk Hosiery

A record crowd ls looked for at
Community Park tonight when
Rockland and St. George meet. A
victory for the home team would put
it at the head of the League stand
ing. St. George stay-at-homes to
night will be Just about enough to
extinguish a small grass Are.

WEATHER
Yesterday separated Itself from the
cold and wet with which this month
has seen fit to decorate thc chief part
of its days. The sun shone and there
was a fair degree of warmth, con
sidering the winds, gentle ones from
the southeast. And behold the pres
ent morning, the sun rising gloriously
out of the distant islands and at this
hour of going to press, unclouded
heavens arching themselves above
these favored regions of the coast —
though the vane still points south
east unerringly suggested things un
pleasant to come. Early local tem
perature 62
Official government
forecast fair today and tomorrow
with slowly rising temperature and
north to northeast winds.

With Box of LUX Absolutely FREE
A repeated event by request—so hurry!

Mr. and Mrs. Wendell H. Thornton
and
their daughter Constance
Louise of Scituate, Mass., have en
gaged apartments at the Lauriette
for the summer, ,but are spending
the greater part of the vacation
with Mrs. Adelaide Morrill of Rock
port. Mr. .Thornton will return to
I Newton In the fall to accept hls new
position as teacher of social studies
and assistant coach of athletics.

Lewiston Journal: The CourierGlaaette features as a "local" the
Esplanade concerts by 50 Boston
symphony orchestra players every
night except Saturday at Boston.
Well, it’s worth advertising, musi
cally. F. H. Winslow of Vinalhaven
writes a “Calking Yarn,” in verse,
which relates the unusual episode
of a fisherman, calking his boat
against incoming tide on the beach.
(who suddenly shouts for help hav
ing calked his long whiskers into a
seam.

Postal clerk Donald L. Karl is
having a few days’ vacation from the
postofflee.

The water company has Just com
pleted a replacement in Carroll's
Lane whereby its patrons are receiv
ing Oyster River cocktail through a
slightly larger cast iron pipe.

Service Weight
or Chiffon
TWO PAIR FOR $1.10

And a Regular Sized .Box of LUX FREE
You'll want to stock up at this special sale!

Full fashioned chiffons with picot tops,
slenderizing heels.
Washability Expert
There is a proper way of
washing stockings to in
sure long wear. A washa
bility expert will be at our
hosiery counter all this
week. Come in and take
advantage of her authori
tative hints—they will save
you money.

Leroy C. Chase and Walter Conary
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
pleaded guilty in Municipal Court
Veterans will exemplify "he work at
Tuesday to the larceny of $23.47
Liberty tonight and officers are
from the Union street filling station;
asked to wear white. The meeting is
operated by Ernest Munro. The j
called at 8 o’clock, and it is hoped
former was already on probation for ’
a goodly number will attend.
stealing an automobile, and Judge
Dwlnal ordered that he be commit
Miss Daphne Winslow returned
ted to the Men’s Reformatory at
yesterday from a two weeks’ motor
; South Windham for an indefinite {
DR. CLARENCE R. SIMMONS
trip to Washington, D. C. She was'
poriod. A similar sentence was
accompanied as far as New London, 1
J awarded Conary, but he had no j The sudden death, June 27, of Dr.
Oonn., by Miss Mildred Thing of j
court record so he was placed on Clarence R. Simmons. 53, of Oakland,
Belgrade Lakes, who motored home
reference to which has been previ
: probation.
with her.
ously made in these columns, was a
Possibly our local fishing sports- great shock to many friends through
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden
!
men
noticed the current story of thc out tht 8tate, although it was gen
and Rockport in their drive to secure
j two trout hooked on the same fly at erally known that his health had not
lower water rates, have voted to ask
Dillon Falls, Oregon, last week, by been good for some years.
a hearing before the Public Utilities (
Dr Simmons was born in Appleton,
George Buegler secretary of the
Commission. Z. M Dwinal repre- i
Sept. 23, 1878, son of Ephraim and
|
Descnutes
County
Sportsmen's
Assosents Camden and Rockport and City
[ ciation Furthermore, both trout, a Addie (Gushee) Simmons. He at
Solicitor Pike represents Rockland.
tended the public schools there, after
| rainbow and a five-pound German
which he was graduated from Castine
1 brown, were landed. Buegler made
A member of The Courier-Gazette J
Normal School in 1902. Rockland
The materials are exceptionally fine in these
, a cast and the fly . had hardly
staff is indebted to Supt. Frank D.
Commercial College In 1903 and Bow
{touched the water when the rain doin Medical College in 1909 and had
suits. Flannel, homespuns, tweeds, cassimeres.
Rowe of Warren for a souvenir j
bow struck, followed in a flash by the practiced medicine in Lincolnville,
booklet of the World's Fair at Chi-I
Made to our rigid special specifications of fit and
{brown trout. The rainbow had Searsmont. and Oakland. He was a
cago. Sorter makes him feel he (
fashion. They’ll fit in the shoulders because
slipped up on the leader, leaving the member of the following Masonic
would like to have been along when •
barbed fly for the larger fish.
lodges: King David’s Lodge of Lin
the
collars
are
hand
fashioned.
Lapels
are
Mr. Rowe and Principal Blaisdell {
_____
colnville; St George’s Royal Arch
were doing the midway recently.
sewn with silk so they won’t shrink in cleaning.
Rex de Roselli of the Hagenbeck- Chapter of Liberty; Mt. Lebanon
Wallace Circus staff was at Knox Council of Oakland; also a member
Buttonholes are hand made. Soft resilient coat
Two gala days of outdoor sports,
Hospital while receiving treatment of Appleton Lodge, I.O.O.F., Mt.
graced possibly by the presence of
fronts. Linings strong and serviceable. Only
j
for his eyes, and while there got the Horeb Encampment of Union, the
Gov. Brann and a battalion from the
about seventy suits at this price, so come today.
J scare of his life. He has been through
Kennebec Medical Society, the Maine
240th C. A. Regiment, will be held at
cyclones and has heard a laughing Medical Society and the Oakland
Knox Trotting Park July 19 and 20,
j hyena in the dead of night; he has
Universallst Men’s Club. He had
including horseracing, a track meet,
been through floods and has had an served as a member of the school
and mayhap professional wrestling.
encounter with a rogue elephant; he board for 12 years.
It will be a charity benefit. Business
has been through earthquakes and
He is survived by his wife, formerly
men and local organizations will
has seen souls In torment, but never Miss Ava Kellar of Appleton, four
handle the tickets.
in his long experience as a circus man children, Dana Simmons, Helen
The old schooner’ Railroad a
Miss Mary Johnson has joined the did he ever get startled as he was the Simmons, Mrs. Charles Corse, and
Frank A. Tirrcll, Jr., has been en
familiar nautical figure along the capable staff of the Western Union first night in the hospital when the Raymond Simmons, his father,
gaged as counsel for Ai%hie J.
Maine coast for 60 years, is being re telegraph office.
Rockland diaphone shrieked in an Ephraim Simmons and three grand
L'ltalien, whose application for par
conditioned and will engage in the
nouncing that the curfew hour had children.
don will be acted upon by the Gover
Clyde Young and family who have
Pacific copra trade.
arrived. His eyes were so bandagd
Funeral services were held at his
nor and Council in August. L'ltalien
been occupying a tenement at the Dr.
F O. Bartlett residence are moving that he could see nothing, but the de late home and the remains taken to
is the editor of Vox, the prison news
A Christian Science program will
sire Jor human companionship was so Appleton where committal services
paper, and has been given responsible be broadcast over Station WLBZ back to Matinicus this week.
overpowering that he made a dash were held at Pine Grove cemetery.
duties at the institution. In the every Saturday until fuither notice
for the corridor and fell into the In his religious faith Dr. Simmons
Lloyd
Rafnell's
Georgians
will
ap

selection of Mr. Tirrel] he has assur beginning this week, at 8 a m.. und?r
arms of two nurses who wondered was a firm believer in the religion and
ance that his case will be well the auspices of the committee on pear at Oakland Park tonight. This
sensationally successful dance drive what was breaking loose. Three philosophy of Spiritualism, and was
handled.
publication for Maine. There will
ieatures Eddie Ferry, one of the best hours after the incident de Roselli’s an active and valued member of
also be a special Sunday program
pulse had begun to beat normally Temple Heights Spiritualist Society,
»
Those Rockland Lions are certain over the same station at 5.30 p. m. in the business.
again*
having served on its official board at
ly up and coming. Last night at
“Sandy Shores," the very attrac
various times, and the loss of his
Cement Field they defeated the The Twilight League schedule pre
Public supper at Undercroft St.
tive resort at the foot of South Pond,
Forty Club at baseball by the emi pared by S. L. Cullen, with a bona Warren, has never fully recovered Peter’s Church Saturday, July 15, 5 to physical presence will be keenly felt
nently respectable score of 12 to 9. fide circulation of 1000 copies, is out from the thrill it experienced when 7. Beans, cold meats, cabbage and at Its annual gatherings.
The Forties were ahead Just long in a new edition made necessary by Col. Lindbergh and wife landed potato salads, rolls, cake, doughnuts,
CAMDEN
enough to make them a bit high hat. the numerous changes which have there to spend the night. They have coffee, etc:. All for 25c—adv.
The batteries were: Lions, Albert been made for the second half of the the Maine coast fog to thank for a
Miss Doris Eaton is visiting friends
BORN
Elliot and Chester Black; Forty, season. Copies may be obtained from very happy and very memorable oc
JASKOVIAK — At Southbrldge. Mass.. at Vinalhaven.
the
club
manager
and
in
the
stores.
Fred Black and Everett Munsey.
July 11. to Mr and Mrs Adolph Jascasion.
Fred Benson of Medford, Mass., is
koviak (Charlotte Hopkins), a son
The series now stands two and.
In Municipal Court Tuesday
OVERLOOK—At Warren. July 10. to Mr guest of his mother Mrs. W. C. Ben
All Rebekahs, with families and
and Mrs Charles Overlook, a son, son, Central street.
The old ferryboat which used to Llewellyn Mank pleaded guilty to friends, are invited to LOOT hall weight 12',i pounds.
Henry Handren underwent a major
—
carry Knox County passengers across illegal possession of booze thc Tuesday afternoon July 18 for a so
operation
Tuesday at Community
DIED
the Kennebec, between Bath and sheriff's department seized there cial get-together and picnic supper,
LAWRY—At Portland. July 9. Frederick Hospital.
Monday.
He
was
found
guilty
and
Woolwich, now lies high and dry on
each taking basket lunch. There will Lawry ot Vinalhaven. aged 49 years
Mrs. Frank Mansfield of Brookline,
thc beach at South Portland. Thc sentenced to three months in jail, be tables for cards and other games. Interment at Vinalhaven.
HUNTLEY—At Rockland. July 12. Julia Mass, ls guest of her mother Mrs. J.
plus
a
fine
of
$100
and
costs,
with
Hockomock was built in 1901 at
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold a M.. wife of Henry R. Huntley, aged 77
years, 8 months. 12 days
Funeral C. Curtis, High street.
Bath, by the late William T. Don 30 days additional upon failure to business meeting at 7.30. after which Saturday
at 2 o'clock from tho Metho
Mrs. Ralph Robinson is a surgical
nell at a cost of $20,000. In 1929 it pay. He was released on bail, after a farce “The Awkward Maid” will be dist Church.
patient at Community Hospital.
appealing
and
a
charge
for
illegal
ROBINSON
—
At
Rockland.
July
11.
Nina
presented.
was estimated that it would cost
Belle, wife of Wllford 8. Robinson,
"Take It Or Leave It” at the opera
$100,000 to duplicate her. Bernstein possession of a still was filed. On the
aged 43 years. 7 months. 29 days Fu
Services will be held at the Pente
neral Friday at 2 o'clock daylight, house Friday evening promises to be
same
day
a
similar
sentence
was
and Jacobson, of Portland paid $875
from late residence, Wileys Corner
costal Tabernacle, Water street, C.
one of the best events of the season.
for her for Junking purposes awarded Frank Waters of Old Coun
At Friendship. July 10. Oeorge
B. Staples, pastor, every Tuesday, BENNER
W. Benner, aged 75 years. 3 months. The child prodigy Master Dominic
ty
road,
who
had
pleaded
guilty
to
Aug. 7, 1929, and had her towed to
10 days Funeral Thursday at 1 Perrilli of Bath will appear as a vio
Thursday and Saturday at 8 o’clock,
o'clock, standard, at residence. In
Portland soon after. She saw many having the home brew seized by
daylight,
Sunday
at
2.30
and
8.
Spe

lin soloist.
terment
ln Village cemetery.
years of faithful service prior to the the sheriff's department. The war
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sheldon of
cial meetings will begin at Friendship PARROCK—At Tnlsa. Oklahoma. July
rant
charging
him
with
illegal
manu

3. Mrs. Lizzie Brown Parrock, formerly
coming of the $3,000,000 Bath bridge.
Bath
were recent guests of Mrs. Sarah
at
Bossa's
hall
Wednesday
and
Fri

of
Vinalhaven.
facture was filed.
Barlow, Mechanic street.
day, July 19 and 21, at. 8 o'clock and
COMING REUNIONS
Stover's Pride Flour—"The Flour
The Megunticook Players, a local
Special this week only — Large at South Thomaston July 14 at 8,
Aug. 3—Fifty-third annual reunion of
the Best Cooks Use.”—adv.
the
Ingraham
family at Penobscot View group, under direction of Stephen
chicks, several varieties, 15 for $1 at street meeting the same evening at Orange hall. Olencove.
9—Twenty-fifth annual reunion Gushee, start rehearsals Immediately
No tax this week on flours bought Stover’s, Rockland. Seeds — feeds — Spruce Head at 6.30. Everybody wel ofAug.
the descendants of Ebenezcr Hall, at for their fifth production of 1932-33.
come.
fertilizers.
82-84
at Stover’s. Buy Today.
83-lt
Peoobsoot View Grange hall, Olencove.

We

MEN’S SUITS

Service weights of

ring-clear silk, lisle picot tops, reinforced
soles! •

And remember, hosiery prices are going to

be much higher—and the Lux is all free.
Mail orders filled, include parcel post

stamps

Recommend Lux For Washing Stockings
SENTER CRANE COMPANY.

COAL
I have just received a load of that

with two pairs of trousers

Famous Reading Anthracite
the finest coal in the world.

I will be pleased to have your

order now for the winter’s supply.

You will understand

why Reading Anthracite is best when you burn it.

My Prices Are Right

A. P. BLAISDELL
5 PARK STREET

GREGORY’S

Fred Thompson of New York city
is spending a few weeks at The Wil
bur.
Capt. Murray Smith and family
have moved from the Alton French
rent on Sea street to the Walter
Derry house. Megunticook street.
The condition of Lawrence Leach,
who has been critically ill at Com
munity Hospital, shows Improvement.

PHONE 255

Mr. and Mts. Raymond Pooler and the summer at the M. Alton French
two children have returned to Port house, Sea street.
land after a visit with her mother
Mrs. A. T. Newhall.
Turn That Vacant Room
Miss Theresa G. Sullivan. R. N., of
Into Cash With a
Baston, is the guest of her sister Mrs.
Sanford C. Babbidge, Mountain
“To Rent” Advertisement
street.
in The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. E. D'Entremont arrive
Telephone 770
this week from Philadelphia to spend

r '

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
8. A H. GREEN
..) STAMPS

ROCKLAND

IMONTON

ASK FOR
. A H. GREENSTAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Straat
ROCKLAND, MAINE

JUST

ARRIVED, LARGE LOT OF

CONGOLEUM FLOOR COVERING and GOLD SEAL RUGS
_______________

TO BE PUT ON SALE FRIDAY

High Grade

FELT BASE
FLOOR COVERING

9x12 Feet

per yard

49c, 59c, 69c
All the new colors and patterns

New lot of

‘GOLD SEAL
'gSEAL
OlK'
Congoleum
ffONGOLEUM
RUGS
I
fUARANTEF
$7.75
Other Sizes in
proportion

DRESSES

W 0R 'OUR MONEY

“

****** «At ATTN

Just Arrived

Made of 80 Square Percale and Voiles

Others at 59c, 69c to $1.98
Last call on our $3.98 Chiffon Voiles, $2.14

(No more at this price)

J. SIMONTON CO.rarararajajgmgar

Page Four
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Every-Other-Day
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Gee.. but ifs great
to
Wh

VINALHAVEN

STON INGTON

SAY THIS

IS GOOO
Mr and Mrs. Howard Smith and
Miss Marlon Weidman has as
AND IT COSTS
j Mrs. Charles Lenfest and sons of
I
two
daughters arrived this week from
house guest Miss Betty Oordon of
Rochester, N. Y.. are in town for thc
LESS THAN A
Vermont and' are at the home of his
Chicago, who is to direct a play for
I summer vacation.
CENT A BOTTLE
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Smith.
the benefit of the Methodist Ladies'
Mrs. Sibyl Nob’.e of Eastport is
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Stanley of
Aid. A cast of about 40 local peo
the gucct of Capt. and Mrs.
Cambridge, Mass, are in town for
Don’t give them a cross nagging mother
ple will be used. The play, a mock
Llewellyn Thomas.
to'remember. A happy home depends upon
the summer.
trial, will be given two nights at
The Cassie reunion was held Sun
you. If your work is a burden—if the chil
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gross are occu
day at the home of Mrs. Mary CasTown hall, July 18 and 19.
dren annoy you—do something about it
pying
a
part
of
Mrs.
Clara
Hamblen
’
s
!
sie,
on
the
Ridge.
Those
present:
Mrs. Sally Henry arrived Satur
today. Start taking Lydia E. Pinkham’a
house.
Mrs. Mary Cassie. Mrs. Jeanie Gil
day from Philadelphia and will oc
Vegetable Compound. It will steady your
ROOT BEER I
EXTRACT I
Charles Wood and daughters
nerves—give you that extra strength and
cupy her cottage on Beauchamp
christ. Bcu’ah, Andrew and Dous- J
energy you need.
Misses Mary and Alura Wood arrived
lass Gilchrist. Mrs Margaret Bitnle.
Point during the summer.
By actual record. 98 out of 100 women
this week from Saugus, Mass. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie, Herbert
A meeting of the R.H.S. student
any. “It helps me.” Give it a fair chance to
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
and Dorothy Cassie. Mr. and Mrs.
body was held at the school building
help you too. Sold by all druggists.
Charles Cassie of Montreal. Mrs.
Gross.
Monday evening.
Several matters
Mrs Hannah Colby, who has been
Alfred Creed Arthur Brown of Bos
were discussed relative to the coming
( very ill from neuritis ls recovering.
ton, Frances Macintosh. Ra'ph
carnival and a ticket selling cam
OUR AGE? Forget id
Miss Charlotte Dyer and Mrs. KenClayter, Gust Saderquist.
What really counts is how
paign was started.
AT ALL GROCERS
! neth White of Rockland spent thc I
young you/«/. Just treat your Mrs. Abbie Creed of Poston ar
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, Mrs. Nellie
self to the/<xx/o/v«Jv/6 ..whole
Fourth in town, guests of Miss Mary
rived Tuesday and is the guest of
Coates. Mrs. William Robart of New
wheat, blessed by Nature with
APPLETON RIDGE
Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
ton and Megunticook Lake and Mrs. I
all the vital elements of youth
Mr. and Mrs James J. McGuire
Mrs. Maude' Pillsbury of Rock
Ralph Blakely motored Wednesday I
...the proteins, carbohydrates,
Mr and Mrs. Abner Grant. Jr., of
(
and
daughters Virginia and Georgene I
land
is
visiting
her
mother.
Mrs.
to Waterboro to visit Mrs. Blakeley's !
minerals and vitamins you need.
Atlantic. Mass., are gu.’its of hts
j have arrived from New Rochelle. ■
Merritt Lenfest.
Shredded Wheat brings all these youth
daughter. Miss Barbara Richardson,
parents.
j N. Y.’, and will be at the Ocean View (
giving elements to you. It’s 100% whole
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Prosser and
who is a student at Laughing Loon
b
7
3
4
Z
5
1
Hayden Z. Fuller is building a Hotel for the summer. Mr. McGuire I
wheat, with all the bran. Nothing added,
daughter
Beverley
Ann.
arrived
' 7*JCamp.
piazza
on
his
house.
nothing taken away!
i eturns to New York this week.
Tuesday and are guests of Mr. and
10
il
9
The Sphinx Class of the M. E.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of
Try this VITALLY DIFFERENT food ! Mrs. F L. Roberts.
Mr and Mrs J. C. Harmon of New
Church held a picnic Monday eve
W
tomorrow morning with milk or cream,
P lb
Elder E F. Robertson will hold Rcckland were visitors at W. M York are visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
12 13
14
15
ning on the church lawn. Following
with fruit or berries. It's ready cooked,
Cousins and other relatives ln this i
services at the Latter Day Saints Newbert's Friday.'
the supper games were participated
ready to eat. Keep it up for 10 days, and
io
Mrs. Adella Martin is visiting her place.
21
Church
all
this
week.
discover
what
millions
already
know...
17
18 w 19
ln.
When yott set Niaiara Falls on
Mrs.
Bert
Bray
of
New
London.
5
granddaughter
in
Portland
for
two
Miss Ruth Sellon of Hornell. N *
that it’s youth, by the bowlful!
the package, you KNOW
Mrs. Christine Denicker and son j
w
Cw SbrtAM Wheat,
13
Conn. and Mrs Susie Sawyer of
24
22
has been visiting Miss Flavilla Arev weeks.
25
John have returned to Flushing.
Portland
are
guests
of
thetr
sister
Thc
W.C.T.U.
meeting
Friday
j
the
past
week.
N. V., after a visit of one month at
1
2$
48
27
Mrs. Ephraim Wall and grand afternoon was heid at the parsonage' Mrs. William Billings.
2b
the home of Mrs. E. R. Noyes. They
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
McGee
and
with
eight
active
members,
one
daughter
Gertrude
Phillips
of
Bar
were accompanied by Miss Barbara
46
42
31
Harbor, are in town for a few weeks. honorary member and three visitors Mr. and Mrs Hale Richards of Clark
Noyes who will remain their guest
present
Island
recently
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Oreeniaw
of
until Labor Day.
Anroduct of NATIONAL BISCUfT COMPANY "Uneada BaKara”
54
1
45
4b
37 38 I
North Haven were guests over Sun
Mrs Etta Luce and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Richards.
A well attended meeti".g of the.
Moses
Lawrence
of
thc
North
Lubec
day of Mr. and Mrs. Miesse Oreen- Roy Luce were callers Saturday at
Trytohelp Club was held Monday
44
I 40
EAST UNION
m
TENANTS HARBOR
1 law.
W. M. Newbert's and C. F. Newbert's Canning Co, was in town recently.
evening at the home of Mrs. Lena'
iw
Mrs. Anna Willey and a party of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cassie left
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Robbins and
Tominski. Next week the members
Mr and Mrs. Lincoln Monaghan
44
4b
1 45
47
Lawrence Morton was called to here Monday for Montreal.
two daughters of South Hope were friends have been visiting her daugh
of the club and their husbands will and son Lincoln are spending a vaca
Washington Saturday by the serious
ter
Mrs.
Elmer
Stinson.
Miss
Sara
Bunker
returned
Mon

visitors Sunday at Maynard Brown's
be entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Z. tion with their parents.
50
49
illness of his mother Mrs. Leslie day from a weekend visit at Spruce
46
52
Constant Murphy is in New York
51
D. Hartshorn at thelr home on the
Frank Meservey. Jr. Alonzo Me
Leroy Sheerer and family having
Morton,
who
has
been
taken
to
and
has
a
position
as
engineer.
Head.
shore of Swan Lake in Belfast. Mr. spent the holiday vacation here at
servey. Muriel Robbins, Julia Brown
53
54
55
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Fifield were
Mrs. Austin Caldcrwood enter and Richard Gordon motored to
Hartshorn was a former principal of the home of his father, returned to Kncx Hospital.
w
guests
of
Mrs.
Clara
Hamblen
the
Mr. and Mrs Leo Howard of Rock tained her Sunday school class Farmington Sunday to visit Mrs.
the local high school and while re Providence last week.
5b
57
Fourth.
siding here Mrs. Hartshorn became
Miss Eva Torrey motored to Cam- land were recent visitors at Mr. and Wednesday at the Geary Farm. Mabel Meservey who is attending
Mrs.
Lucy
Stanley
Is
in
Boston
tor
Other
guests
were
Carolyn
Calderthere
Mrs
A
W
Payson's.
alllllated with the club, and a valued j den Friday.
a few weeks
Mrs. Mary Payson has employment wood and Avis Johnson.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) | VERTICAL (Cont.)
member,
| Mrs. Amelia Taylor is in Portland
HORIZONTAL
Mrs. Grace Bliss of Massachu
Miss Edna Wicks of Providence is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Elwell
re

44-A measure of
13-Want
1-Lank
Chester L. Pascal celebrated his where she will receive eye treatment. at the Highfield camp
setts was a caller Saturday at A. O.
16-Constructed
visiting her stint Mrs. Annie Barter.
length
5-Storea
turned
home
Monday.
birthday anniversary Monday eve
Mrs. Rodney Wiley is caring for
Mr and Mrs V A Torrey of Cam
Pitman's.
18-Black sticky
9-A segment
45-Eate
Mrs. Gay. accompanied by her
Mrs.
Freeman
Blodgett
of
Somer

ning. entertaining about 30 of his | Mrs Calvin Smith,
substance
den spent last Sunday with their
11-Twlrl
47- Auto fuel
Mr. and Mrs Edward M Brown granddaughter Miss Marion Noyes,
ville. Mass., and Mrs. M. Alice Greg20- Youth
48- Exiet
12- lnto
,
relatives and friends at a dinner
Miss Lillian Rowell who has been son Ralph.
Portland were guests tor two ^as arrived from Providence, land will
21- A rodent
4
14- A pastry
49- A liquid measure
ory of Glencove are guests or Miss
party at Community Sweet Shop, j spending a week with her parents
Mr and Mrs. E. C. Payson and Mr
days last week of Mrs. Brown's pass a few weeks with relatives here
23-Boisterous
(abbr.)
15- Strlke lightly
Eugenia
Carver,
who
gave
a
dinner
South Hope afterward going to hts arrived Sunday and resumed her and Mrs. B. L. Whitehouse of Rock25-The god of war
50- Bow the head
18- Mother (Short)
mother Mrs. Ella McLaughlin.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar tellers spent
(Norse Myth.)
52- 3.1416
17-Lace fabric
home on Union street for an eve- work at the telephone office,
! land visited relatives in this place party Monday in their honor. Also J Mr. and Mrs. Fred Emmons and
In the company were Mrs. Ernes’
Mr and Mrs Frcd Emmons and the holiday at South Deer Isle, guests
27-American poet
53- Fondlee
19-Cheek bone
ning of bridge. Guests were from j Miss Moors is a gucst of Mr and Sunday.
29— Pinch
54- Row
21- Butt
Arey Mrs Abbie Brown of Cam- daughter Kathryn and Mrs. Clara 0( Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Judkins at
Rockland. Camden. Boston and New Mrs. Fred Smalley.
31-Slow persons
56- Excite
22- A college official
Martha and Janet Bailey of Wo den. Mrs. A U. Patterson. Miss Eliza Shepard of Bath. Oeorge Buck of u,eir Kozy Korner Kabin.
33- Lodge
57- Rent
York as well as these from RockMiss Beulah Hocking of Worccs- burn, Mass., are visiting Mrs Amelia
24- Deface
Patterson and Arthur Frederic!: Ellswcrth and Mr- and Mrs- 3 FMrs Charles Robbins has returned
34- Terminate
25- Walk through
port: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell., ter spent the holiday here with her
Dornan for a few weeks.
35- A metsl
Schofield of Rockland.
Moody and son were guests at Al- i f,om Portland, where she has been
VERTICAL
water
Miss Minnie Shepherd Mrs. Charles parents.
37- Piece of wood
26- Let fall
Mr. and Mrs. Erick Peterson and bert H Mood>''s Sunday.
visiting her daughters. She was acMiss
Nipa
Titus
of
Dorchester.
Wooster. Mrs. Charlotte C. Dilling-1 Lewis Watts and family arrived
1- Grate
38- Snare
28-Signify
sons
of
Springfield.
Mass,
who
have
!
Arthur
Oxton
is
employed
at
Mrs
companied
home
by
one
of
her
I
2- Above
39- Idle talk
ham. Miss Margaret Simonds Miss \ Saturday from Somerville. Mass.. Mass., has been in town for a brief
30-The
ancient
name
41-Scar
3- Doze
visit, gucst at the home of Mr. and been guests at Mr. and Mrs. Clinton McLaughlins for the month of July. daughters, Mrs. Geneva Robinson.
of Nio
Ruby Thorndike. Mrs. Mabel Withee. | and are guests of Mrs. Emerson
4- Decorate
43-To one side
*
Miss Celia Stinson has arrived from •
Mrs. Roland Payson and also of her Teele's left Thursday tor their
32- Performed
Miss Lillian Brann.
Murphv.
5- Box
45- A tropical fruit
New
York
where
she
spent
thc
win

33Be
Indignant
at
SPRUCE HEAD
cousin Mr» John Kearly. Miss home. Mr. Peterson, sound engi- I
6- Strike
46- Defile
Mrs. W. O Cummings is ill at the
8ewell Wall is critically ill.
36-Raw hide
ter.
49-Obtain
7- Ahead
Titus left Monday morning for Ver- neer of New England, was in town
home of Mrs. Charlotte C. Dilling
Don't forget the past grands asso mont where she will spend the re- to install the talking machine at the
39- Small horse
51-A river in Scotland
8- Mortify
Mr and **”' Arthur Damon an
Emery Eaton died at his home herq
ham, Russell avenue where she is ciation meets with Puritan Rebekah
40- Help
53-Father (Short)
10- Set of workers
of
the
vacation
among
„ew
Gem
Movie
Theatre.
daughter
Alma
and
Miss
Marlon
Frlday
of
hearl
disfase
He
sur
.
j
55-Egyptlan sun-god
employed tor the summer. Her Lodge, July 19. at Odd Fellows hall. mainder
11- Perm'tted to live
42-Girl't name
Langdon
of
Reading,
Mass.,
were
vived
by
his
wife
and
two
daughters.
friends.
Miss Margery Sfhith is in Port
place is being filled by Miss Ruby
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor has employ
(Solution
to Previous Puzzle)
weekend guests of Mrs. Annie Burton Mrs Oeneva Tracy and Mrs. Lela
Mr and Mrs. George Livingstone land. guest of Mrs. Reta Graham.
Thorndike of Tenant’s Harbor
ment at Wan-e-set Inn.
Mrs. H Kinsley Draper arrived here Rjce Funeral services were held
Mrs James Dickenson has re- ,
CLARK ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Chase and
Mrs. Maude Paterson has been have arrived from Providence and
Monday from Canton, Mass., to re Sunday and Interment was at Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Williams and son of working at the central telephone will spend July and August at thelr turned from Camden where ahe main for several weeks.
lawn cemetery.
During the heavy thunder shower
home’here.
visited Capt. and Mrs. John Small.
Brownville were weekend guests of office for a week.
Miss Helea Meservey has returned
• • • •
Friday night lightning struck the
-----------------Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Peterson
of
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes at their
home from White Head where she has
Hosmer Family Reunion
electric wires here and extinguished
SENNEBEC
Rockland were over Sunday guests been employed as codk at the home
home on Beech street.
WEST SENNEBEC
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oeorge
L.
Hosmer
the lights
of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson. - . , ...
• • • •
'
—
, .
_ of Lester Alley.
Barge 700 has been loading paving
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Bliss
(
Grace
Monday
night,
at
the
Red
Lion.
C.
j
Miss
Anna
G
rassick
and
son
John
of
Avon,
Calif..
Mr.
and
Mrs. Viola Hall and Mrs Clara
“The Trial Of The Century"
and Miss
L. Boman gave a stag party in Eleanor McLeod of Quincy, Mass., Mrs Harry Auger and son Hosmer of from John Meehan & Sons plant for
Wentworth
who
ls
her
guest,
recently
Sherman) of Winthrop. Mass., were
Evidence is gathering thick and fast
IL
honor of Mr. Peterson,
Alameda, and Mr. and Mrs. William New York.
about poor Ernie Crockett and Nellie received a call from their girlhood recent visitors at Mrs. Evelyn PitMrs L,oyd Webgler
Uoy(, and arrived here Tuesday to spend the Murphy and three children of Oak
Mrs. James Caven remains about
friend.
Mrs.
Elvira
Dyer,
who
though
'
summer with Mrs. Cassie McLeod
Bly. Guy Annis has some strange
man's.
j Mrs. Sherman Howard and children
land. have been the guests of Mr. the same in health,
L. M. Tlnney and John Cooper of
facts to relate; also Rev. F F Fowle 96. is so modern that she does her !
and Mrs John Hosmer at Sunset. J Mrs Amos Norton and Mrs. EqMiss Glcnys Hall ls attending sum- have returned to Boston.
traveling by auto and airplane and
Quincy. Mass., are in town for a few
and Earl Achorn. Burt Stevenson will
_' Mrs. Charles Winslow and son 1 days in connection with the cottage The party came across continent in ( gene Harrington of South Thomasgreatly enjoys it. Mrs. Dyer Is mer school at Farmington.
preside over the court of action July
spending the summer in Camden
Mr.
and
Mrs
Delmore
Cummings
Taylor of New York are guests at which Mr. Tinney is having built on three cars, making the trip in eight ton were guests Sunday of Mr. and
18 and 19 and Walter Nutt is the clerk
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
with Mr. and Mrs. L. 8. Alley, who with Frank Carkln motored to North W. C. Winslow's.
the lot he bought from Harley Burton days, driving from six in the morn- ' Mrs. James Harrison, , _
of court, assisted by Gillie Payson as
—
NU-VI-TA I1URB A IRON TONIC
give her the pleasure of many rides Union and watched the old week out
ing until six at night, and stopping in
Mrs.
J
H
Carver
and
Mrs
Owen
Mrs.
Edw.
Hopkins
of
South
Thom,
„
r
|fin,es the system.
a
few
years
ago.
Sidney
Thompson
court crier. Ernie Crockett was for
through the beautiful country places and the new one in last Saturday Roberts entertained friends at a
Chicago long enough for a brief visit aston was gucst of her sister Mrs., 23. itIt purines
,h' h,ood- ...
is to do the work.
Improves tne appetite.
tunate in procuring the services of
Mrs Albert Fuller and daughter night at Will Cobb Perry's. A boun bridge luncheon Monday evening at
to
the
fair.
(James
Harrison
one
day
last
week.;
|
«.
u
aids
Digestion.
On advice of the State superintend'
Charles Dwinal. Jr., whose brief con
Maude were recent callers at the tiful lunch was served at midnight the home of Mrs. Carver. Honors ent
The one regret of a most delightful Miss Beatrice Wakefield of Ston- ’
Vha ’boweh. and helps to
.jJjqqIj there will be a special
tains some convincing arguments in home of Viola Hall.
trip for the party was the fact that ington Ls guest of her father Rodney
correct Constipation.
went
to
Mrs.
Donald
Pat
tenon.
I
board
meeting
July
17
at
7.15
p
m.
by
Mrs.
Perry.
6
,
1. It Is guaranteed sate and reliable.
this breach of promise suit of Bly vs.
Earle Butler and family with his
• ; [ Freedman Medicine co., Stonington. Me
Crockett. Nellie Bly has a New York mother, Mrs. Etta Butler spent a very j Mr. and Mrs. Luther Calderwood Mrs. E. L. Glidden. Mrs Isaac daylight All tax payers Interested owing to advanced age and 111 health, j Wakefield fty a week.
'
(0 attend, meeting to be Abel Hosmer, Mrs. Murphy's father,
Mrs. William ~
Davis
andJ ----Mr*.
attorney to plead her case, and with enjoyable day at Friendship the I (Frieda Gushee) and two children of Calderwood and MLss Mabel Carlon i arc
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Charles
Wall
and
daughter
Edith '
At
the
Island
Home
the
past
week
hcld
thc
pr
i
mary
school
building
at
I
could
not
accompany
them.
On
the
Woronoco. Mass., spent the weekend
Marlon Weidman. Della Larson. Mrs Fourth.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Flood
and
Mrs.
James
Harrison
mA,
Fourth the family held a reunion at
with Mr. and Mrs, Roland Oushee were Isaiah B. Dyer, a former resi-1 gouth Thomaston.
Davis, Mrs. Simmonds, Addie Went
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Miss Lizzie Fuller who has been ill
dent
of
this
town,
accompanied
bv
Mr.
and
Mrs
Milledge
Randall
and
the
old
Hosmer
homestead
at
Sunset,
tored
to
Tenant's
Harbor
and
attend

Jl'NE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 13
worth, Harold Graffam, Eddie Annis for some time is now able to be out Mr., and Mrs. Maurice Powell were
Eastern Standard Time
his daughter Mrs Winthrop Stanley,! daughter Mildred of White Head Sta- Thosc present from this place were ed service at the Baptist Ohuroh’
and Maurice Miller and other citizens and enjoys riding with her niece, callers Saturday evening.
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
her
husband
and
daughter Con- i t|on arc on a ten day leave of ab- Mr- and Mrs Everett Gross, Mr. and Sunday evening.
Vinalhaven Line
on the Jury Justice will be done.
Last week Wednesday was a gala
Miss Maude Fuller.
stance of Waterville. Mr Stanley ls
a part of which they are spend- Mrs H G. Earle. Mrs. Susie Cousins
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Visitors Sunday at Mrs. Viola Hall's day for Charlie Newbert who has
Sunday at 6 00 A M and ’2 00 P M.
DEER ISLE
; ing at the home of Mrs. Randall's and Miss Frances Hosmer, the latter
Report-card day called forth the were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Grinnell of been traveling life's road for nearly a professor at Colbv College
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M and
--------I
3
20 P. M.
Returning steamer leaves
the
eldest
member
of
thc
party
being
Joseph
Leopold
of
New
York
was
mother.
usual protest from Dad. He conclud Camden with their daughter Mrs. four score years. For the first time
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M and 4.30 P. M.
90 years of age and the youngest Gerald Eaton is home from New 'Arriving
at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and
ed, "Next report-card day I should Lottie Gleason and son Walter of since he came from the hospital last in town this week
member two years. It was a happy York where he has been the past sev 5 .50 P M
Edward White was at home from
like to see you as near the head of Union and L. S. Alley and sons Al September, he was carried out of
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
occasion, and long to be remembered. eral months taking a course ln elec- Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally exyour class as you are now near the bert. Harold and Kenneth of Cam doors and enjoyed eating his lunch St Oeorge Monday.
trical engineering.
rept Sunday at 6.00 A M, 8tonlngton
Mrs. Ida Libby and Mrs. Estelle
foot.”
655. North Haven 7 50; due to arrive at
under the elms Wonder how many
den.
Charles A. Packard entered a hos» Rocxignd about 9 00 A M Returnng,
Brown
chaperoned
the
following
Junior responded impatiently. “Aw,
GROSS
NECK
I
of us ever think to send a card or a
pltal ln Bangor Friday where he un. leaves Rockland -2 00 P M North Haven
what difference does it make. Dad?
3 00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
SWAN’S ISLAND
cheery letter or a little token of re party Tuesday on an overnight stay
derwent
a successful surgical opera Swan’s Inland about 5.00 P. M.
They teach the same thing there.”—
at Camp Merrie Macs Shore Acres.
Mrs Henry Sidclingcr and Mrs.
•On arrival of afternoon train from
membrance
now
and
then
to
such
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sprague who
Boston.
Parents' Magazine.
Madeline Hopkins of Damariscotta tion Saturday morning.
have been in Portland for two years | ones It often helps a lot more than Dorothy Cobb. Helen Erickson. Bes
B H STINSON
Miss Dorothy V. Sylvester is home
were visitors Sunday at Mrs. Annie
sie Middleton. Dorothy Asiala and
73-tf
Geieral Agent.
we realize.
came home Saturday.
for
thc
summer
vacation.
Creamer's.
friend and Ruth Wahlman.
H. R. Dunham of Los Angeles,
Mrs. Richard Frost and baby
Miss Lillian Greenlaw is home DULL HEADACHES GONE
Mr. and Mrs Daniel Halloran of
Fred Lawry
Calif., has been a visitor ln town.
Jocelyn of Rockland spent the week
Rockville, Conn, have been visiting from Sanford to spend the summer.' ;
Fred
Lawry.
49.
respected
and
es

SIMPLE REMEDY DOES IT
Mrs. Goldie Bickmore of Rockland end with Mrs. Frost's father, Llewel
Mrs. Mabel Powell and three chil- '
THINK OF ITI Only $230 : her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alden
teemed citizen of this town, died
• At
Headaches caused by constipation
is visiting friends and relatives here. lyn Pease.
dren
of
Hyde
Park,
Mass,
a day single .... and $4.00 {Waltz.
arc “ are gone after ohe dose of Adlcrika
July 9. at the Marine Hospital in I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges re
their cottage.
Almond Oushee has moved his Portland, where he had been a
5 This cleans all poisons out of BOTH
Mrs.
Melvin
Genthner
was
in
Wis

double
for
this
smart
centrally
Rheumatism Gone Too
cently spent a week on thc mainland. family to his home in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin D. Southwortji upper and lower bowels. Gives betcasset
last
week
Wednesday.
patient for several months. He was
located hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Manford Smith and
and family of Springfield. Mass..'a*
sleeP- end® nervousness. C. H.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Masten of
Mr. and Mrs . Mark McCaffry born ln Vinalhaven. son of Samuel
Here Is a woman who was rapidly put Miss Eleanor Morrison of Presque
rived
Saturday
at
the
Salmon
Point
__________
_________________ ___
Nutley, N J„ are visiting hcr par
ting on weight and who was troubled Isle, were holiday guests of Mrs. Flora (Flora Morang) of Augusta spent thc and Catherine Lawry. Besides his
cottage.
week of thc Fourth with Mr and Mrs. wife he Is survived by two brothers.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gee Io.
with rheumatism too Read her letter: Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward SouthwojMi (
"I started taking Kruschen 8alts be
Albion J. Genthner of South Wal
but who! rooms they are I
Capt. Oscar Lawry and Capt. George
Mrs. H. E. Hamilton of Oreenfield. Blanchard.
and family ot Springfield, Mass . Rrcause ot the good lt had done tor a
doboro
is
visiting
relatives
tn
town.
Roland Gusher. Robert Gushee and Lawry. both of this town. Mr.
friend ot mine who had been crippled Mass, recently spent a week at the
rived here Monday.
* - (■
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
Ernest Eugley was a caller Sunday
Will Brown, with their families and i Lawry had been employed for many
with rheumatism
At the end of the Trask House.
Mrs. Freddie Eaton ls employed*St
privatebath,
shower,
radio,
circu

at Clinton Gross,' Dutch Heck.
second bottle I was weighed and find
Mrs. Russell Mercier and son re guests spent Sunday on Gushee’s j years by the Vinalhaven & Rockthe Edward Southworth cottage and (
I am now only 148 pounds (original
Mrs. Maybelle Oenthner and chil Mrs. Wallace Stinson of South Deer I
lating ice water and many other
turned home Monday after spending shore. Sunday evening they repaired 1 land Steamboat Co. He was a Mason
Since 1840 this firm has faiuirn'iv
weight 163 lbs ), at which I am so
to the home of Roland Gushee where ' and belonged to Moses Webster
features you'll be happy about. dren and Mrs. Mildred Genthner and Isle at the Salmon Point cottage.
served the families of Knox County
pleased. But I have also felt my rheu two weeks here. %
daughter
of
Broad
Cove
were
Visit

Alden Joyce of Rockland was re at 8.30 a shore dinner was served ' Lodge, also to Marguerite Chapter,
matlsm much less, which has been so
LADY ATTENDANT
Miss Mary Calnane of St. Louis, j
ors at Charles L. Eugley's Friday.
troublesome tn my knees. I must say cently a business visitor in town.
with about 25 in the company. Out , O.E S. which order attended the
Day Telephone 450-711-1
Mo . is a guest at Frank D McVeigh's. !
I think Kruschen a splendid weight re
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley spent the
Mrs. Nelson Morse and Miss Velma of town guests were Mr. and Mrs. ) funeral ln a body. Services were !
Dr. Alan M. Chesney of Baltimore, '
ducer.’ (Miss) E. L. P.
BURPEE’S
[
weekend
with hcr daughter Mrs.
Allen
MacKusick
(Ava
Gushee)
and
(held
from
the
family
residence,
Rev.
Md., arrived Sunday morning to j
Overweight and rheumatic poisoning Morse spent two days this week in
ROCKLAND,
MX.
I Irvine Genthner at Broad Gove.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Calderwood ' N. F. Atwood, pastor of Union
often go together.
The six salts ln Rockland.
spend the remainder of the season
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Morse
of
Kruschen assist the Internal organs to
with his family here.
t |
Mrs. Madeline Webble and daugh and two children of Woronoco, Mass., Church officiating. Burial was ln Bay
perform thelr functions properly—little
Waldoboro visited her parents Mr.
ters who have been staying with Mrs. C. E. MacKusick of Arlington, View cemetery. The bearers were
Master
Eugene
Haskell
of
Qutic^
by little that ugly fat goes; slowly, yes
Why luffer torturci (rom Rheuma
51st STREET and Mrs. Frank Simmons Monday.
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Mass., is the guest of his aunt, MlAs
—but surely.
You feel wonderfully Llewellyn Joyce for several months, Mass, Mr. and Mrs Walter Calder brother Masons. The floral tributes
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
wood
and
son
and
Mrs.
Hattie
Cal

AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK
were beautiful. From out of town
healthy, youthful and energetic—more returned to Rockland Thursday. Mrs.
Kate C. Sylvester.
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant relief?
eo than ever before ln your lifel
Webble made many friends here derwood of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. to attend the funeral were Mrs.
ROY MOULTON
Mr. and Mrs John Thomas (Patty
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORK
Kruachen Balts la obtainable at all during her short stay, who hope she Candage of Rockport and Dr. and George Ashbury and Mr and Mrs.
Exeeulive Viea-Rr»«. ond Monoging Off.
73 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND
Caffee) are spending their honey
drug stores—a Jar lasts four weeks and
Sent
Post
Paid
on receipt of prtee
WOTS FOK 0ESCSIFTIV8 SOOZIRT
Mrs. Fllia of Thomaston.
| Albert McTnttrp of Verona
may he with them again
moon at Salmon Point,
50 rents
18-Th-tf
costs not more thBn 85c

Keep Y oung with
..Your Children

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Y

SHREDDED WHEAT
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^2

dt

Tells How She Lost
15 Lbs. of FAT

'll

day

fa/tiouA
/ // ^1 A

lOOO ROOMS

► EMBALMING J
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BIG FIVE LEAGUE

With the Extension Agents
— And The —

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

+

Past week's results: Sunday, Rock
ville 6, Clark Lsland 2; Monday,
Snipers 6, Pirates 5; Wednesday, I
South Thomaston 7, Pirates 5; Rock- .
ville 5, Rockport 2.
• • • •
The League Standing
Won Lost
PC.
So. Thomaston .. 8
.727
3
Rockville ....... .. 7
3
.700
.700
Clark Island ... .. 7
3
6
.546
Rockport .......
6
.400 I
4
Battery F ..... .
6
Snipers
......
6
.333
3
.0011
10
Pirates ........... ... 1

'i*+*'>+++++
+* *+♦+++♦+♦+♦+♦♦•!•+♦+♦♦+♦•«•♦♦++♦*+*4-++4"J
Agricultural
.avoid the difficulty by going bareNot as large a crop of apples as was ' headed,
expected a few weeks ago, due to
To keep such hats looking well calls
heavy drop.
Baldwins have set for money or labor. In case you
heavy, also Spys. Mclntoshes are haven't the money, the equipment
very light. Scab has developed more needed ls mild soap, some sort of hat
than ever this year. With all these block, a bleaching agent, and pa
• • • »
indications it looks like a rather poor tience. Helen Spaulding, clothing
Sunday's games—Pirates at Clark
crop of apples this year. Orchard- specialist for the Extension Service
Island; Snipers at Rockport.
lsts who have good fruit should qot offers the following suggestions:
• • • •
.
“The hat block may be a cooking
neglect their trees now.
• • • •
Rockville 6, Clark bland 2
pot, padded with an old turkish towel,
Joe Damon of Waldoboro is plan for the crown. A certain amount of
Rockville trimmed Clark Island j
ning on remodeling his barn inti) a ingenuity ln manipulating the hat at last Sunday to land a half game be- ,
hen house this summer and will | different angles against the ironing hind It and first place. Rockville j
house about 500 pullets.
Poster board with one hand while plying a bunched its hits to lead from the'
Jameson, Waldoboro, will add about Just warm iron with the other will start and with Hunt allowing Clark ,
It saves scrubbing and boiling — gets clothes
"T DON'T usually write letters about the things
FOR TUB,
500 Barred Rocks to his Rhode Island I teke care of
brlm
Island but five singles was never in
4 ot 5 shades whiter, laftl).
A 1 use and like—but I am so thrilled about
i WASHER
Red flock this fall. He will be ln a
‘The soap is used in solution ln danger. The fielding of Lampl and j
Rinso that I want everyone to know about it.
The home-making experts of 316 leading
'ORDISHPAN
Not until I discovered Rinso did I get A-1
position to supply poultrymen with iukcwarm water. If the hat ls close- the baserunning of Teague, who stole
newspapers-—the makers of 40 famous wash
results with my washing machine. With Rinso
<700 CAN'T Bf AT) T'
ing machines — recommend Rinso for safety
crossbred chicks.
, ]y woven, it may be dipped ln the three bases, featured.
every wash is thc whitest, brightest, sweetest
and fot whiter, brighter clothes. You can (rust
RINSO SUOSy
* * ’ *
. | basin of suds and rubbed gently with
The score:
you ever saw! Rinso saves money, saves
your finest cottons and linens to Rinso's rich,
Several farmers are planning on & cioth. Loose weaves slip too much
clothes, saves hands. I use it for everything
Rockville
lively suds.
building septic tanks on their farms
soaked. They may be sponged
—clothes, dishes and all cleaning."
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much
ab r bh po
\his summer. A bulletin cover ng (]jghtly wlth cl()th damped jn the
MRS. ELIZABETH M. CROCKETT
suds as lightweight, puffed-up soaps. Wonder
this ls available at the Farm urP® , suds care must
taken not to O. Starr, c ............ 5
172 No. Main St , Rcckland Mi
ful suds for dishes—loosens grease in a flash.
office, Rockland If furt er n or
separate the strands of straw by rub- Teague, ss ............ 5
Makes all cleaning easier. Get Rinso at yout
M. Starr, lb ......... 3
tion is desired call County Agent blng.
Change to cool “scrubless" washdays-me Rime.'
grocer's today.
Wentworth who will discuss cost and
A. Starr, 2b............ 3
"When the hat 1s clean, rinse lt
Orlndeil, rf ............ 4
placing of the tank.
[ thoroughly to remove all trace of I
E. Lofman, cf ...... 4
Ray Atherton, marketing specialist, I soap. Lay it in the shade to drain, Salmlnen, 3b
but before it is dry place it on the
will be in the county next week
D. Lofman, If
nine- ! block and smooth the crown into
, 19 will be the scene of a college stu County Union of Clubs, will meet at
Sta^ °
sUrt_ shape. Spread the brim in as nearly Hunt, p ........
APPLETON
HOPE
ORFF’S CORNER
dent program entitled "Harmonic the Lincoln Home, Newcastle. July IS,
berry Growers' Association in start
the desired shape as possible and
ing a system of bookkeeping. He will
37 6 8 27 12 2
Out
of
town
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
Wee." Miss Virginia Davis, a for- to make plans for Founders' Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig and Mr. The Hatchet Mountain camp for
allow the hat to finish drying.
and
Mrs.
Lyndon
Johnson
and
fammer Appleton girl, now a student of
meet with Manager Henry Kontio..
Charles Crowell ls at the C.M.T.
Boys
opened
last
week
for
business,
and
Mrs.
Leon
Achorn
are
at
Mrs
Lsland
“Some 'sports type' hats will need I
C
ily were Mr. and Mrs. Tinnette and elocution in Atlantic Union College, camp at Fort McKinley to remain for
Plans are being made by the Associa
with
a
good
attendance.
Addie
Achom
’
s
for
the
month.
no further work on the brim but for i
ab r bh po a c
tion for a very successful season.
R 8 Weaver and Mis.-, Eleanor son Bobby, William Martin and South Lancaster, Mass., will be the the month.
those that do there is the Ironing I Anderson, 2b
.. 4 0 0 1 0 0| Mrs. James Hall returned to her
Weaver
of Waltham, Mass, are vislt- sisters Misses Belle and Laurette reader and entertainer. Miss Gladys
Mr and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield en
Har_ s board, the slightly warm iron, and, oh j Lampi, cf .............. 2 0 1 4 0 0'
Robert Bald Jr. of Tenant's
Martin all of Lewiston, John Sher Conant of Camden, an accomplished tertained at a delightful party Sun
a
visit
of
six
weeks
with
her
daugh.
ors
at
the
L.
A.
Weaver
home,
0
0
0
0
1
...
1
- yes, the tailor's cushion, and a couple Ellis, cf
.............
bor has caponlzed 50 chicks this
Mrs. Charles Lincoln and daugh man of Gorham, and Mrs Nellie pianist who has played In Auburn day at thelr camp on the Medomak
4 0 1 2 2 1 ter Mrs Albert Elwell.
of pressing cloths.
Die tailor's Edwards, ss
year. He has a fine flock of Rhode
ters
of Waltham. Mass., are with Crookcr and daughter Frances of and Boston will nccompany Miss river. Twenty-five guest* enjoywd
Mrs
Nettle
Brown
has
returned
I
0
4 0 0 6
cushion offers several nicely curved 1 Drinkwater, c
Davis. Time, 8 o’clock standard. luncheon and water sports.
Washington.
Island Red pullets.
relatives
at the Bills homestead.
from
a
visit
ln
Lynn.
She
was
ac

4 1 1 8 0 1
surfaces over which to press a be O. Baum, lb
Adults 20c, children 10c.
companied
by
her
daughter
Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Harwood
of
The Sunny-Side-Up 4-H Club held
Mrs.
Charles
MacKussick
of
Bos

0
4 1 1 2
1
A tuber unit plot of gold coin po coming droop into the brim. The Stein, 3b, if
its first meeting of the month at Me0 0 0 0 0 Meda Ralph and Miss Madelyn Ralph New Jersey were guests at the Har- ton was weekend guest of Mr. and
3
pressing
cloths
are
to
use
between
the
tatoes was rogued last week by Coun
WALDOBORO
: wood home for a few days the past Mrs Will Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
domak Athletic hall with 18 members
.. 3 0 1 3 2 0 who will visit here.
ty Agent Wentworth at the farm of | iron and the brim. One, wet. Maki. If. 3b
Miss Dorothy Howe is ln North An and one visitor present. A picnic waa
Henry
Meyer,
Floyd,
Mildred
and
week.
Allen
MacKussick
and
children
of
0
3
0
0
0
...
3
Very
spread on the dry portion of brim Colberth, p
Morris Brann, Whitefield
Vernon Meyer and friend spent the
Miss Olive True and a young lady Woronoco, Mass., are also visiting her son for the summer.
planned for this week at Martin's
receiving attention at the moment;
little disease was found.
Mrs.
A.
F.
Bond
has
returned
from
4
i
weekend
and
holiday
at
Mrs.
Addie
friend
of
Boston
spent
the
hollday
Point.
7
2
5
27
mother,
Mrs.
Brown.
31
the other, dry, is laid over the flrst.
Greenfield, Mass., where she has been
Miss Barbara Benner was hostess at
,
with
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
N.
20210010
0
—
6
,
Achorn's.
On
thelr
return
they
were
Rockville
...
Mrs.
Levi
Berry
and
Mrs.
Evie
Any orchardist who desires to enter The merely warm iron is applied
visiting
relatives
for
several
weeks.
Due.
a
house
party at the Richards camp
00000002
0
—
2,
accompanied
by
Mrs
Meyer
who
had
Perry of Rockland were recent guests
his orchard ln the 90% Clean Apple until the wet cloth is almost dry. Clark Island
Mrs. Marie Rcdlon of Portland has I at Martin's Point, to ten of her young
Two-base hits, Teague, E. Lofman. been with her mother here during The children's day pageant will be of Mrs. Perry’s sister Mrs. Addie
Club should get in touch with County j Then set aside the iron, remove the
been the guest of Mrs Earle Benner? friends. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ben
held July 16, at 7.30 daylight, ln the
cloths and hold the hat where it is Double play, Edwards to Maki. Bases the month.
Hawkes.
Agent Wentworth, Rockland.
John Grant passed the weekend i ner chaperoned.
church.
Everybody
Is
cordially
In

on
bails,
off
Hunt
1.
Struck
out,
by
J
Mr
and
Mrs
Oeorge
Young
and
until that bit of brim is dry. It won't
Miss Jeanette Johnson has re with Mrs. Orant at Mrs. I. P Bailey's, i
Charles H Lilly observed his birth
be long. Subsequently roll an ad- Hunt 10, by Colberth 5. Hit by pitch- j children Raymond. Dorothy and vited to attend.
With the Homes
turned home after spending ten days
Mrs.
Cora
Nash,
Mrs.
Celia
Gross,
]
Muriel
of
Rockland
were
guests
Friday
anniversary Sunday at his home.
Mrs.
Kenneth
Lord
and
sons
are
White straw hats such as leghorns, J0'11'11* (ew inches of the brim's clr- er, M. Starr 2. Umpires, Pelt and
' day of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell occupying thelr Hobbs Pond cottage with friends In Avon, Conn. Miss Mrs Maurice Jennesss and Herman With his daughtcr, Mrs. Isabelle
panamas. and milans offer a problem cumference into place and repeal ] Harvey.
______
Johnson ls a teacher in Gorham Nash are at theCoomlbs camp at But Boothby, he had as guests Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn j a part of the time
ln upkeep. They soil as easily as your >the 5tcamln8 ®nd pressing Do this I
Normal School
ter Point.
Mrs. Fred Lilly of Hallowell, Mr. and
skin and they cannot be cleaned halfj85 often “ ls needed
complete the ! dry bag at their last meeting. An en- recently spent a few days with Percy The weather the past week has
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Orant and
I Ludwig.
*A committee, which will include Mrs. Frank Call and Alton Thwing of
been
rather
disappointing
for
out

as easily. It Isn't alwavs possible to clrcult of the brlm lf 3^ pocketbook tertainment was planned to help with
daughter Linnibcl and son, Mr. nnd members from each woman's club in Dresden and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walk
Mrs . Cynthia Hopkins and Mrs. ings.
1 is as Hat as mine is Do not on any expenses, according to Arlene Brown,
Mrs. Abner Grant, Jr., of Atlantic, thc ccunty and delegates from the er of Roslindale, (Mass.) and Wool
j
Alice
Murphy
of
Tenant
’
s
HarboP
account scorch the straw with too | secretary of this club,
Mass., Miss Elizabeth Meservey, Mr. meinbers-at-large of the Lincoln wich.
!
were
recent
visitors
at
Albert
ElNORTH
WALDOBORO
hot an iron."
and Mrs. A. L Sprowl and sons Earl
Hatchet Mountain 4-H boys of | well's.
and Walter spent Sunday at Bar
Mrs.
Anita
Odell
and
family
who
Hope
recently
went
on
a
bean
tour
Percy
Ludwig,
Alfred
Jackson,
Al4-H Club Nates
Baking contest, style dress revue examining the beans planted by each bert Elwell and Calvin Elwell were have been at Sadie Davis' returned Harbor, also visiting Cadillac Moun
last Thursday to 8alem, Mass
tain and Fort Knox enroute.
and young farmer clothing contest of the slx club membera
'ln Ernore 1431 Thursday
William Harjula of Thomaston
Llewellyn Mank and friend of East
try outs will be held in Camden tn
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Jackson
That's what your lawn Is saying to you!
thc Home Economics room. ThursMaynard Waltl' *
of WoTk , and children and thelr guest Miss Gardner, Mass. are spending a va was a guest of Sherman Ames Sun
S'? KENDALL &
Kendall and Whitney offer a splendid
day July 27 at 1 standard
and Win 4"H Club °f Damariscotta-1 Helen Clark spent the weekend and cation at the home of Dora Mank.
day.
line of
WHITNE^
.
, and a delegate to National 4-H Club j holiday ln Dexter.
Winnie Matthews of Waldoboro J Guests at the Baptist parsonage ,
LAWN
MOWERS
—
' camp at Washington, D. C. from I Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell and has been visiting relatives in this | are Rev. L. E. Watson's sister Mrs.
A peasant blouse, size 15, for 4-H
I Sentiman and children of Madison. |
June 15-21 told about his trip at the daughter Arlene of Tenant's Harbor ' Place for several days,
GRASS CUTTERS—
Club girls Is available at the Farm
Word. cannot
meeting of Lincoln Pomona Orange were callers Sunday at Albert Elwell's,
Extensive repairs have been made
Oeorge Newbert and Clarence
EDGE
TRIMMERS—
Bureau office. It looks very nice in Waldoboro on Thursday, June 27. j Mr and Mrs. Karl Stetson and
•ipratt how
Freeman were recent business visit on the large barn on the Lyndon
RAKES,
ETC.—
when made of flour bags that have
d.lleioully d if----------------j daughters Rachel and Oay and Leon- ors in town.
Johnson Farm
Will Woods of
been
bleached.
Write
Miss
Ruth
Everything To Keep Tour Lawn Beautiful
forant it It...
Victor Bumheimer is having his Searsmont has been doing thc work.
SOUTH WALDOBORO ard stPt5on of Thomaston were at
fclark, county club agent, lf a pat7
you've got to
Write for Catalog If you cannot conveni
Kenneth
Elwell's
Sunday.
Johneon
&
Mink
have
bought
a
house
painted
by
Maynard
Genther.
tern is wanted, or If any help Is need
ently rail
taito HI For
Mr. and Mrs. Sabien and Mr. and
Mrs.
Celia
Dague
and
children
George
Cook
of
Reeds
Perry,
N.
H.,
four
year
old
colt
of
Ross
Thurston
ed ln making the blouse.
44BB
batter taladi
Mrs. Lymburner, James street. Rock Oeorge and Louise of North Waldo was a caller In this vicinity Monday of Knox Ridge.
FARM CAI BY and POULTRY SI
Asbury Pitman and Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Lena Feltis. leader of the Pro land, were guests Sunday of Alvin boro spent Friday at Addle Achom's. afternoon.
Miss Cora Hoch was guest Friday
Rev. Mrs Green and Arthur Arthur Pitman were callers Monday
ject Pushers of Walpole gave the Wallace.
Carroll were Bath visitors Monday. I on Mrs. James Morse and Miss Adna
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shuman of of Mrs. Leon Achorn.
cooking and housekeeping 4-H mem
Ouy Williamson of Bangor was in Pitman.
FEDERAL and TtMPLL STS.,
PORTLAND MAINE.
bers instructions on the correct way Portland are guests of Mrs. Shuman's, Mrs. Lura Walter and Mrs. George
Reynolds and son of North Waldo this town recently.
i Oeorgcs Valley Grange hall, July
to set a table and the sewing mem sister, Mrs. Frank Jackson.
bers information on making a launC. Frederick Vogel of New York city j boro were visitors Monday at Albert
who has been spending two weeks at Elwell's.
Friends of Mrs. Ada Orff, widow of
his summer home here returned to
Lincoln Orff, were saddened to learn
New York Bunday.
of her sudden death, and much symI pa thy is felt for the son and daughThe Beantown Choir
| tera. Mrs Qj.ff wga a resldent of thls
The church was filled to capacity j place for many years, going to WalThursday evening to see the comedy 1 doboro to make her home with her
“The Bcantown Choir." In the cast daughtcr Mrs. Ethel Ludwig, upon
were Miss Louise Berry, who as the the dealh of hcr husband a few years
widow, portrayed her character ln a •
Interment was in the Achorn
very pleasing way; Barbara Pitcher . cemetery.
as Beth Wood, received commendable
___________
A CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH MR. OEORGE R. STEVENS, 1006 SPRING STREET, ELGIN, ILL.
praise; John Holmes as Hezeklah
, WASHINGTON
Doolittle, was certainly the hit of the
------evening; Madelene Kane, as the di-1 Mr. and Mrs. Donald Harrington
rector of Beantown choir, was very ar>d daughters of White Plains, N. Y„
effective; Orcthel Pitcher and Vir are spending a vacation at Charles
ginia Simmons, members of thc choir, Sukeforth's cottage, Breezy Pines.
were well received; and Anna Fland Medomak Lake.
ers as Sally Eta Pickle, Ida Wallace j Mr. and Mrs. Penning of Rhode
“It’s a piece of real
as Belinda, Lottie Pitcher as Tessle Island have been visiting Mrs.
Precision Engineering”
Tooms, all good in thelr parts. Bess Crooker the past week. They also
Wallace as Oramma Howler, who called on Frank Sukeforth and Mr.
.. says this Watchmaker
would be a good singer yet If her voice . and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth
pay because she didn’t have a tele
had only held out, and Beulah Win
EOPLE like Mr. Stevens under
Mrs. Harlan 8ideilnger and son
stand why Plymouth carries
phone. She used to have one, bat
chenbach as Samantha, Julian Berry were callers Sunday on Clara Mac“details'* so far. Four rings per
as Bill Boomer, and Sherman Vannah Dowell.
she tried to save a little money by
piston i nstead of three. Four crank
the bridegroom, also deserve favor
taking it out.
Ervelle Bartlett and Arthur Johns
shaft bearings. Full pressure lubri
able commendation.
cation—not hit-or-miss splash.
What happened was this. Mrs.
ton have arrived at the Century of
Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach was the Progress Exposition, Chicago after a
White planned a dinner. She wanted
Those .hings are good engineercoach and much credit is due her for week of travel.
ing. Of course they're details—when
Mary to help for a couple of days as
the success of this entertainment. It
you compare them in importance
Mary SMITH is one of usual. She tried to telephone, but
Jack Duffy from New York ls
with Floating Power engine
was estimated 300 people were in at
spending two weeks’ vacation at Mrs
those working women known as "acfound the service discontinued.
mountings — hydraulic brakes —
tendance. A special feature of the
Ruth Sukeforth's.
safety-steel bodies.
commodators." Some of them cook
Another “accommodator." with •
evening was the opening number
But details count—and we'd like
Charles Sukeforth has completed
or serve when someone is giving a
telephone, got the job.
rendered by Miss Evelyn Jeanne,
you to see how much.“Look at all
two
new
boats,
making
four
in
all,
Mary Smith has her telephone
party Others care for children, help
soloist of the Rockefeller Church who
three"... and see for yourself why
for rent.
sang The Star Spangled Banner.
back now. She knows this one job
with plain sewing, look after variPlymouth is growing so fast.
I Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Christianson
"Now I say, 'It runs like a watch.'' That's
ous odd jobs in peoples' houses, .driMja would have paid her telephone
Standard 4-df>or sedan 1510; 2nioor sedan 1465; rum
praiu,.. cumins from a watchmaker."
ble teat coupe 1485; business coupe 1445. Del.uxe
"Once a friend of mine and I ■ and family have moved into the John
and generally “accommodate."
bill for a month or so, and she
coupe $3^5; rumble seat coupe >545; business coupe
agreed that lt would be helpful for 1 Overlock house,
Last week Mary losttwodays'
isn't going to miss any more.
>493. Prices subject to change without notice.
"Mrs. Stevens is as proud o( Plymouth as of her smartest dress—
each of us to tell thc other all our
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth and
Sn FlYMOUTN at tha Chrysler Motors Bmldinf. Chicofo Century of ftogreu
and as for me. I'm never one to neglect a fine piece of machinery.”
faults.
”
i
family,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harlan
Cmr nr er r«/Z «or Batntn Offict l» ttk abotii
“How did lt work?”
j Sidellnger made a combined busi^ITH PATENTED \
ENGLAND TELEPHONE *v» TELEGRAPH COMPANY
“We haven’t spoken for five years.” ness and pleasure trip to Augusta
AN!) OP f .O B f Acroav DETROIT
FLOATING POWER
- Detroit Free Press.
Saturday.
26 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 9900

SAVES CLOTHES, SAVES MONEY, SAVES HANDS,
says Mrs. E. M. Crockett, 172 N. Main St.

The biggesf-selling package soap in America

“Mow Me!”
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the Consolidated Lobster Co. of
j Chelsea. Mass.
Mrs. Charles McGinnis and fami
Mr. Beverage was deeply interest
ly of Boston are occupying their ed in Masonry, passing through the .
summer home on upper Bcechwoods various branches of the order to bei come a 32d degree Mason. He was
street.
Charles A. Morse and Clayton twice married, first to Miss Edith
Oliver made a business trip to Campbell of Litchfield who died sev
eral years ago, and in 1931 he was
Boothbay Harbor Tuesday.
Ivan Rackliff of Rockland is married to Miss Myrtle Buker of
making repairs upon the yacht Le- Bowdoin. Mr. Beverage has left as
titia which he recently purchased near relatives, a widow, a father, a
from Charles A. Creighton. Mr. brother and two sisters.
Those from out of town to attend
Rackliff will use the boat for pas
senger service and pleasure parties. the services were the widow, Mrs.
Mrs. C. L. Allen was called Mon Myrtle Beverage; Charles Beverage
day to Houlton by the death of her of South Braintree, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Ora Roney of Woodfords; Mr
mother Mrs. Andrew Grant of that
and Mrs. Robert Adams of Sargentplace.
viile, and other relatives.
George Springer of Mansfield
• • • •
Depot, Ot.. was in town Tuesday
Miss Agnes Miller
calling upon friends.
Funeral services for Miss Agnes
The Pythian Circle will meet with
Miller were held at the home of her
Mrs. Susie Newbert Friday after
brother Samuel Miller Tuesday
noon, with picnic supper.
afternoon. Rev. Hubert F. Leach of
Mr. and Mrs. Avon Ames, son
the Federated Church officiating.
and daughter and Alvin Staples of
The bearers were Nathan and Irving
Framingham. Mass., accompanied by
Copeland. Horace Vose -and Rodney
Mrs. Louis Hanley of Thomaston are
Jordan. Interment was in the
at their cottage. Northport.
Thomaston cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn have
Miss Miller was a daughter of Ed
returned from a visit with Mr. and
ward and Margaret I Willard) Miller,
Mrs. Weston Petrie in South Port
born in Thomaston. June 29. 1863
land.
She attended the public schools,
Mrs. Arlie M. Pillsbury is visiting
graduating from the high school in
her mother Mrs Merritt Lenfest on
the class of 1882 She taught in
Vinaihaven.
the schools of this town several
• • • •
years, afterward becoming a teacher
The Choral Society of the Baptist
| in Portland and South Portland, unChurch will sing Sunday morning.
i
"Fear Not Y? O Israel," Dudley til her death. She came to ThomI aston to pass her vacation with her
Buck, and "Sometimes I Catch Sweet
Glimpses of His Face." Charles brother and niece. Contracting a
cold which developed Into pneu
Gounod.
monia. she died July 7. She is surMiss Dorothy Burnham of Bos
i
ton is visiting her cousins Miss Min vived by a brother and two nieces.
nie Hanley and Miss Addle Ler Mrs. Curry of Rockland and Miss
Marian Miller of Thomaston.
mond.
• • V •
David Linekin of Springfield, Vt.,
Matthew
K. Linekin
is visiting his mother, Mrs Alice LineRelatives and friends were sad
kin. at the home of Mrs. M. K. Linekin
dened to learn of the death of
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone Matthew K Linekin, which occurred
had for a weekend guest her brother July 5 at his home in Thomaston.
Mr. Linekin was born in Soutn
Harry Morse of Portland.
Mrs. Lizzie Whitmore of Brooklyn. Thomaston, Nov. 30. 1866. son of the
N. Y.. Mrs. Ellis Gray and son Alfred late David and Rachel i Wheeler) !
and wife of Farmington. N. H were Linekin. He was a stone-cutter by
guests oi Mis Abbie Feyler Monday trade, but later years worked for J. A
Creighton & Co.
and Tuesday.
He is survived by his wife and four
The Baptist Ladies' Circle supper
and entertainment Wednesday drew children: Fred L. of Rockland. Theresa
fine patronage. An excellent supper of Thomaston. Maynard G. of Three
was served and the evening program Rivers. Quebec, and Mrs. Mildred Bar
was highly appreciated. Mr. Frew, a ton of New London. Corin.; three
radio singer, with his pleasant voice; grandchildren; a sister. Mrs. Barbara
Mis-s Irene Young, and Miss Marian Oliver; also several nieces and
Starrett, the former in song and the nephews
latter at the piano were very pleas
Funeral services were held Satur
ing Mrs. Tripp did her usual good day. conducted by Rev. H. F. Leach,
work as accompanist. Aunt Jerusha's with interment in Thomaston ceme
album as presented by Miss Shaw was tery. The bearers were George M
productive of much mirth and every Burkett. Alan L. Bird, G. M Derry
picture was heartily applauded.
and H. G. Cole.

THOMASTON

The sale by the ladles of the Epis
copal Church on the church lawn
was stated to have been fair. Other
events in the day tended to draw
away patronage.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fales of Mas
sachusetts are at the Knox Hotel.
Mrs. Fales was formerly Miss Alice
O'Brien of Thomaston
Miss Helen Carr, Mrs Ralph Ayers
and Mrs. Blanchard Orne, are at
tending the picnic of the Speech
Readers Club at Oakland today.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson McDonald
and daughter Elaine of Somerville
are visiting Mrs. Margaret Stewart
and family.
A picnic was enjoyed Wednesday
at South Pond by about 160 members
and friends of the Federated Church
school. The weather was perfect, and
bathing and boating were enjoyed all
day, with the sandy beach and other
attractions of that pleasant spot, the
scene of the Lindberghs' landing two
days before. A bountiful picnic
luncheon was spread at noon by Mrs.
Earl Woodcock. Mrs. Albert Mank,
Mrs. William Richards and Mrs.
Raymond
Wotton
A
peanut
scramble featured the afternoon. Mr.
Leach, who arranged for transportation, heartily thanks all the friends
who furnished cars to carry the
party.
• • • •

Every-OtKer-Day
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NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Jaskoviak
(Charlotte Hopkins) of 906 Main
street. Southbridge. Mass, are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son July 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crockett and
family are in to<n for the summer.
Dr. H. Louis Banks and daughter
Ottilie of Walpole, Mass., were
breakfast guests Monday of Mr. and
Mrs. O. D. Lermond.
A dance was held in Cnlderwood's
hall Tuesday evening with music by
Brown's Orchestra of Lincolnville.
Mr and Mrs J. E. Brown of Ben
ton Station who have been guests

J

|
'

per***

I
1

j
j
,

y°u

Frank A. Beverage
Funeral services for Frank A. Bev- i
erage who died in Malden, Mass.,
July 7 and whose remains were j
brought to Thomaston for interment,
were held at the Congregational !
Church Tuesday afternoon.
The
testimony of many friends to Mr.
Beverage's worth was seen in the un pe^eC'
usual number and beauty of the
floral tributes. To him were extend
la*’
ed Masonic funeral honors, the ritual
ceremouies of the order being per
a t'"0'1
• 700 L
formed in full. A large body of Ma- '
10°
*°
ab
MVAVo"'
sons was in attendance, the bearers,
*00*a"6’ A00
Lawrence H. Dunn. Arthur J. Elliot.
Robert W. Walsh, Ralph Carroll and
Winfield H. Brackett being members
of Orient Lodge and Claremont Com°*'v
mandcry. Rev. Hubert F. Leach of
the Federated Church assisted by
Rev. Walter S Rounds of Rockland
officiated. Interment was in Thom
aston cemetery.
Mr. Beverage was a native of
Thomaston, a son of Frank M. and
Ella (Hastings' Beverage. He re
ceived his education in the public
and high schools of Thomaston. He '
was for many years in the employ of
the American Express Company ln
different places In Maine. Eight
years ago he became connected with

L,gn»»

$o50 . A*-**

s*

O**

In Everybody’s Column

WARREN

Feet Hurt?

;

FOR SALE

;

Advertlsementa ln this column not to
Mr and Mrs. Pearl Smith, daugh
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents Addi
ter Dorothy and son Malcolm, of
tional lines five cents each for one time.
22 FT SLOOP boat for sale Can be
i Versailles, Conn., are guests of Mr.
10 cents for three times. Six words seen at Mill Rlyer. Apply 11 MAIN ST ,
make
a
line.
Thomaston.
81*83
and Mrs. Roy Smith and relatives in
A pair of
Nobleboro.
NEW de luxe sedan, and second-hand
Bulck ln good shape. Come and see.
Miss Grace Robertson, art super71 TILLSON AVE._________________ 78*83
| visor in the schools of Newark, N. J.,
STANDING HAY.
one-horse farm
wagon, one grocery wagon for sale.
who was a recent guest of Mr. and
VINAL WALLACE. Cushing P. O. War
Mrs Maynard Brennan, has returned
BLACK Shala Bag lost July 1 between ren, R 2_________________________ 81-83
Brunswick Hotel and Oak Qrove Cabins.
to New Jersey.
FOR SALE — Broilers and Roasting
will easily remedy that
Return to ROCKLAND POLICE STA Chickens. Fancy crate fatted, alive or
Miss Clytie Spear returned Sunday
TION._____________________________ 82 US4 dressed, wholesale and retail STOVER
They Grip the Arch
I to Brooklyn, N. Y„ after being the
SALESMAN'S brief case lost between FEED MG. CQ^ on track at 86 Park St..
Damariscotta and Rockland, July 12.I Rockland, Just below Armour's. Tel.
j guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Notify or leave at THORNDIKE HOTEL 1200
_________
82'84
or Tel 146-R Reward___________ 83-85
j Brennan the past week.
STANDINO HAY on my farm on Qlarry
Hill.
Union.
Me.,
for
sale.
Call
ROCK

NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
I
Friends will be interested to know
of savings book numbered 422. and the LAND 1175.______________________ 83*85
j that Miss Myrtle Haskell, a Warren
owner of said book asks for duplicate In 1 I HAVE a litter of tlfc- finest fox ter
accordance with the provision of the | rier and black cocker spaniel pups I
girl, who is employed in Brooklyn,
State law
THOMASTON NATIONAL have ever raised. Come and see them or
■ N. Y.. recently attended the World's
BANK, by R O ELLIOT. President Tel DR 6HERMAN. Rockland 598-W
Thomaston.
Me
. July 12, 1933 . 83-Th-89 ___________________________________ 82-84
[ Fair with the Brooklyn Order of the
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Motorcycle for
' Eastern Star and the Masonic Lodge
sale.
Good running condition.
New
1 of that city.
front tire. MAURICE R. SNOW. Tel.
A style for every foot
1059-W.
83*85
Sunday morning at the Congrega
Can be had in widths from
EIGHT COWS for sale, new milch and
tional Church, Rev H I. Holt's sub
AAAA to EEE—and at—
springers, three registered Ayrshlres. one
All good young cows. MURject will be Some Modern Trends
ROOMERS wanted, with or without Guernsey
board, ln private family. MRS. E C DICK CRAMER. Washington. Me 81-83
That Must Be Watched."
GRANT. 184 South Main St. TeL 526-M
TEN ROOM house for sale, at 28 Win
Mrs. Georgle Richardson of Som
80-tf ter St. Electric lights, flush toilet and
They are going up in price soon!
garage
be sold at onct* at very
HAY. wanted to buy 100 tons hay. reasonableMust
erville is guest of Mrs. A. H St Clair
price. Inquire 28 WINTER
F H MALONEY. South Thomaston 8T„
City._________________________ 81*83
Chase, at the Chase summer home,
83*88
Tel. 371-21
FABRIC SANDALS
USED A B. gas range, ln good con
Hillsview.
POSITION
wanted
by
experienced
In all colors
for sale. Apply A. W. GREGORY.
stenographer and bookkeeper. Whole or dition
Mrs. A. K Ludwig and Mrs. Ada
83-85
part time
References.
MISS N E 32 Camden St., city
ROCKLAND
WHEN you are planning to sell your
GREELEY. 19 Franklin 8t„ City. 83'89
Morse Grose of Concord, N. H , who
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WANTED at once. ladles for local WARDS Tel 806-J , Rockland
is occupying her summer home at
78-tf
managers for New York house to handle
CLARION COAL or wood range for
East Warren, visited Mrs. Percy Ken
line ln each of following towns: Rock
land. Thomaston. Belfast. Searsport and sale, complete with full brass water
niston Thursday ot last week and also
In good
condition
Inquire
Stockton
Write Immediately to "SU coll.
PERINTENDENT.' 135 West Broadway. FRANK BAIIxEY. Central Maine Power
called on Mrs. Frances Oliver.
Co..
Rockland.
Me
_________________
82*84
Bangor. Interview will be arranged.
Elizabeth Kenniston, daughter of
__________________________________ 83* lt
DON'T BUY a used car until you see
BICYCLE wanted
Must be ln good some of the following bargains: 1931
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kenniston, re
condition, at a reasonable price. RALPH Ford sport coupe, like new. only 3.500
turned home Saturday after spend
RAWLEY. 120 Llmerock St.________ 82’tf miles; 1929 Chevrolet coach; 1928 Chev
rolet sedan: 1932 Pord V-8 coach; 1930
ing a week with her grandparents Mr
OIRL'S full size bicycle, good condl- Whippet sedan; 1928 Erskine sedan; 1531
dltlon
wanted,
also
clothes
wringer,
Chevrolet cabriolet:
1029 Chevrolet
and Mrs. A. K Ludwig at East War
both must be cheap. HALL. 50 Mechanic coupe; also new Chevrolet and Plymouth
St.________________________________ 82-84 cars
ren.
FREDERICK U
WALTZ
Tel
Brand New Snappy
• • • •
81-83
PROBATE WORK wanted
Eleven 392-M Knights Oarage. Park St
years' experience In Probate Office
PUMPS AND TIES
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
WANTED—You to know that we
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel cord |8; fitted soft wood. 16. T. J. CARare now carrying a large stock of
163-M._____________________________ 81-tf ROLL Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
Starrett were their cousins Mr. and
the leading brands of Malt Brews,
NURSE
ATTENDANT.
seamstress
Mrs Herbert Munsey and son Alton
housekeeper desires care of Invalid or j It
among which are the following;
aged person References Also position j
or Woolwich and Mrs. Georgia Lilley
“Pickwick Ale," “Old English Ale,”
as children's nurse wanted. 270 PARK
"Pilsner’s Beer." “Jacob Rupert's
of Wiscasset.
8T. City.__________________________81-83
Knickerbocker Beer.” "Schlitz
Virgil Hills who has been ill is re
I WANT to buy (I am an American) a
Beer" and “Golden Rod Beer" at
farm or land with or without buildings,
ported
as
improved.
our warehouse on Park St., Rock
convenient to Rockland or Camden
SHOE STORE
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Mr. and Mrs John Starrett and
No middlemen, no traveling Send description and price ln first let- Called for and delivered. Hravy water
land. The prices are the lowest ob
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
< ter. BOX R. Courler-Oazette office.
ballast
roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARD
salesmen, no trucking expense, no ___________________________________78-83 : WARE CO..
tainable for we do a Cash and
their guest Miss Mary Gault, all of
408 Main St.
78-tf
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
national
advertising,
no
branches.
Carry
Business
Drive
your
car
to
Somerville. Mass. who are spending
PEELED PULP WOOD wanted Com
our door and get service. We have
AH these savings mean "MORE municate with B H COPELAND. Tel. I FOR RENT-Four room tenement,
July and August In Warren and Mrs
ten salesmen waiting to serve you.
FOR LESS" for you PLUS “PRICE 185-12 Thomaston. Me.
81-83 flush closet, gas and electricity, with
garage at 156 Union St. Inquire BEN
No waiting. Your purchase will
AND QUALITY."
of Mr and Mrs. Leon B. Stone re Mary Richmond and daughter Mrs.
H P. 110 volt direct current motor JAMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St
Tel.
wanted
Communicate
with
THOMAS

Fine
Granulated
Sugar.
100
lb.
be
placed
in
your
car
lor
you.
692-M.
81-83
Virginia
Thompson
of
Medford,
Mass.,
turned home Monday. Mrs. Stone,
TON OARAGE____________________ 81-83
Bags,
$4
85
;
25
lbs.,
$1.23;
10
lbs.,
Plenty
of
parking
space.
Make
a
daughter Barbara and son Donald, were callers Friday on Miss Ermina
FURNISHED house of flve rooms to
POSITION u chef or order cook want
note of the address: STOVER
49c; Stover's Pride Fancy all
ed Best of lefcrencea. H. T. PERRY. let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood,
accompanied them as far as Rock Williams Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt of
FEED MANUFACTURING COM
round Flour 90c. $7 00 a Bbl.; Best
Orace 8t.. City.
«tf plenty of sunlight. ROBERT V COL
Union and Miss Margaret Bean of
PANY, on track at 86 Park Street,
Family Flour 83c. $6.50 a Bbl.;
LINS. 375 Main 8t. Tel 77
83-tf
land.
Rcckland.
Just
below
Armour's.
Fancy
Pastry Flour 83c. $6 50 Bbl.;
Augusta
also
calleid
on
Miss
Williams
w
Kendall Stone was overnight guest
TENEMENT
of
four
rooms,
first
floor,
Pillsbury's Best Flour 99c. $7.90 ♦_________________________
Tel. Rockland 1200.
I furnished, with bath, to let MRS.
the same day.
at his home here Tuesday.
I
per bbl. Occident Flour $1.00, $7.90
HELEN HALL. Olencove.
83-85
Warren Hills of Holbrook, Mass.,
Bbl "MORE FOR LESS," Scratch
I
FIVE
ROOM
tenement
to
let.
modern.
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
FEDERAL LAND BANK
Feed $1.85; “MORE FOR LESS" ie*»~**-*~~-****« 87’2 Pleasant St. Inquire on PREMISES
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Egg Mash and Growing Feed with
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times Tel. 985-J
Virgil Hills and Mrs Hattie Hills.
82*84
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
Applicants To Local Secretary, Carl On his return to Holbrook he was Burleigh Mank were Mr. and Mrs. Nopco XX Oil $1 88; MORE FOR Prompt
_________________________________ 78-tf
LESS"
20'
Dairy
Rations
$153;
HEATED
apartments,
all
modern,
four
E. Davis, Will Be Given Every accompanied by his mother, Mrs Elmer Mank and daughters Ruth and Stover's Pride 20r; Dairy Ration
CHEVROLET TOURING wanted to rooms. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
trade
for
a
26
or
27
Closed
Model
T
LAND
WATER
CO.
Tel.
634
78-tf
Hattie Hills who will be his guest for Hazel, and Lonnie Fuller, all of Bath, $1.73; Waseco Fancy Soft Winter
Consideration
Ford Must be In good condition. BERT
a time.
Miss Hazel Mank will remain for a Wheat Bran and Mixed Feed $1 50;
E CUNNINOHAM. R F D 2. Morrill
TWO flrst class tenements. Janitor
Me Residence Searsmont.
82*84 service, heat, all modern, flrst floor,
Charles A. Windholz, agent of the
50
per
cent
Beef
Scraps
$2.50;
Pine
Christine Jones, daughter of Mr wee'ts visit. Other callers Sunday
good location. Very low rent. Applv
LADIES
Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rock
Chicken
Cracked
Corn
$1.70;
land bank commissioner, stationed in and Mrs. Lerere Jones, who was guest on
81*86
ant* ^*rs
were Miss Fancy No. 2 Yellow Corn. Cracked land Hair 8tore. 24 Elm 8t. 1Mall orders MEN S SHOP. Park St.
Til. 519-’
solicited. H. C RHO
the Federal Land Bank of Spring- of Miss Ermina Williams at North Lorraine Mank, their daughter, and Com and Oranulated Meal. $1.60;
FOUR
room
furnished
camp
to
let.
78-tf
Inquire at SOUTH CUSHINO POSTfield. states that farmers will be given Warren for two weeks has returned Hbilip Seekins of Rockland. Mr. and Fancy Heavy 40 lb. Oats $160;
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to OFFICE__________________________ 81-83
order. Keys made to fit locks when
•'very consideration if they make home.
1 Mrs Newell Eugley. Mrs. Addle Fancv Wheat $2 03; Quaker Poul
SIl^ ROOM second floor flat with
keys are lost. House. Office or
try Litter 40c bale; Baled Shav original
iheir application to the local secre
Car. Code books provide keys for all bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis and son Stuart Lawry of Rockland, and Miss Doris ings 35 cents; Big Crop Fertilizers
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
locks
without
bother.
Scissors
and
tary-treasurer, Carl E. Davis, who ls Burgess returned Sunday to their ' Mank who is employed at the home $1 50. $1 75; Day Old Chicks. 15 for
81*83
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
acting as correspondent, of the Na home ln Weymouth, Mass., after hav$1.00; (Several Varieties); White sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
Mrs Harvey Post
408 Main 8t.. Rockland. Tel. 791
78-tf at . 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment.
tional Farm Loan Association, cover ing been guests for a week of Oeorge
Richard Benner, son of Mr. and Pekin Ducks 25c; Ten weeks' old
Orient St., all modern, furnished apart
Chester White and Jersey Shoats
ing the county in which the farm ls Teague.
ment. 556 Main St., upstairs Inquire
t I Mrs. Clarence Benner of Waldoboro, $4 00; Triple Screened Oyster Shell
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobblocated. This statement was made
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Davls._____________________________ 74-tf
Miss Clytie French Spear of Brookspending the week with his aunt 90c; Mica Chick and Hen Grit
because of the large number of farm lyn, N. Y., was hostess to a family Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
$1.00; C. F Salt 65c: White Fish
FURNISHED bedroom to let. bath and
use of telephone. Price reasonable. MRS.
ers who went directly to the bank dinner party Sunday at Plymouth
Dana Smith Jr K employed at Meal $3 00 ; 41 per cent Cotton
ROBBINS. 20 Maple St. Tel. 143-R
Seed $1.90; Broiler Ration $1.75;
either because they do not know the Tea Room in honor or the birthday
I__________________________________ 81*83
Eldridge Soule of Waldo- Dried Skim Milk $6.50; “E-Z" Seal
, HALF a double house to let at 83
name of the local correspondent or annlversary of Miss Dorothy French. 1
Fruit Jars. Quarts $108 a doz.,
Summer St. Inquire C. M. HARRINOMisses Helen and Virginia Storer
ro'
because they think they will receive
Pints, 98c a doz.; Milk Bottles,
TON Tel 551-W_________________ 78-tf
of
Oakland.
Calif
,
arrived
Saturday
I
Mr.
and
Mrs
Clarence
Benner
and
w.
Jo ' M
Qts. 7Cc a doz.. 6 doz. for $4 13;
preferred treatment If they state
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Llme
rock 8t MARY WIC.OIN SPEAR Tel.
for an extended stay with Mrs. Mina ; son Richard of Waldoboro. Mrs. Olive Pints. 55c a doz.. 6 doz. for $3 13;
their case personally.
883-Y
_____________________________ 81-tf
1-2 Pints. 50: a doz.. 6 doz. for
The correspondents are well-known Rines and Mrs. Nancy Spear. The! Brasier and Mr. and Mrs. William $2 65; Strawberry Baskets, $3.25 a
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
floor. All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M. M.
persons in their counties and farmers girls have many interesting things Fessenden of New London, Conn., case; Blueberry Baskets. $3.75 a
GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St____________ 68-tf
desiring loans should apply to them to tell of their trip East, having at- , houseguests of Mrs. Brasier at case. All varieties Hungarian and
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
directly. They are equipped with the tended the World's Fair in Chicago, Thomaston, and Mr and Mrs. Ray Millet Seeds; Arsenate of Lead.
Pleasant St Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
Bordeaux
Mixture
and
Bug
Death.
32 8chool St . or Tel. 1161-R.
81-tf
necessary forms and all of the in and made quite a stop in New York, gpear and daughter also of Thomas- “Pratt’s'' Poultry Remedies and
formation required to make out ap city. It will be remembered that j ton were caners Sunday on relatives Disinfectants. "Gypsolite" Wall
their mother ls Mrs. Abbie Rines ln town.
Board and "Gypsum’ Lath, all
plications for loans.
sizes.
Mr. Windholz stated that the 12 Storer. native of Warren. Mrs. Spear i several from Warren attended
Our broken package department
agents of the land bank commis is a great aunt to the girls and Mrs. Tuesday evening “Uncle Henry’s supplies everything to the small
, Wedding," a play sponsored by buyer from one pound to a ton.
sioner stationed for sake of conveni Rines is an aunt.
TWO ROOM camp to let at Hosmer
• • • •
: Storer-Collins Post and Auxiliary of Forget what you think you have
ence in the 12 Federal Land Banks re
Pond. $8 per week. $25 per month. $40
lost
in
the
banks.
We
repeat,
all
for the season EDWIN A DEAN. RockHelp
One
Another
Circle,
King's
union
and
held
at
Union
town
hall
ceived during the first six weeks after
land Highlands. Tel 671-J.
78*83
markets are still advancing, so
the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act Daughters, met Saturday with Miss j and report a good presentation.
NEWLY furnished six room cottage
buy commodities today, you can
house to let with garage near Rockland.
of 1933 was passed, May 12, a total of Leda Martin for their annual picnic, , Gilbert Mank of Waldoboro is double your money by so invest
Price reasonable. TEL 750-W or write
including
several
guests.
Attending
'
spending
the
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ing.
We
predict
that
within
a
24.000 applications for approximately
BX 143 Rockland_________________ 82*84
reasonable
time
every
bank
In
this
Burleigh
Mank.
were Mrs. Alice Gordon, Mrs Lizzie
$63,500,000.
EIGHT ROOM cottage on Rockport
territory
will
pay
100
per
cent
or
Harbor to let by week or month. Applv
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson and j
"We wish to give courteous and Young, Mrs. Thomas Simpson, Mrs.
the dollar. We have the lowest
SHEPHERD PLACE. Rockport.
81*83
! considerate treatment to every ap- Sarah Starrett. Mrs. Lillian Simmons, son Willard of South Manchester, j Cash and Carry Prices in New Eng
FURNISHED cottage, seven rooms, to
let at Bayside. Northport. Modern conI plicant," said Mr Windholz, "but it Mrs Ella Davis, Mrs. Willard Hall, Conn., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. El- land. Deliveries anywhere wanted.
J venlences. Two minutes from shore,
mer Jameson and other relatives in [ STOVER'S Cash Grain Stores.
Mrs.
Blanche
Moore,
Mrs.
Helen
postofflee and stores. A. W. GREGORY.
is physically impossible for the Agent
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg.
416 Main St . Rockland.
83-85
this place and in Thomaston.
: and his assistants to meet personally Borneman, Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Mrs.
Co., on track at 86 Park St., Rock
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ralph
U.
Libby
of
Avis
Norwood.
Miss
Bertha
Storer,
land. Just below Armour's. Tel.
the hundreds of farmers who daily
I rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
ST Tel. 600 or 211-M___________ 78-tf
are making application for loans. We Mrs. Viola Durgin, the hostess Mrs. Belmont, Mass., lately the guests of 1200.
i FURNISHED heated apartment to let
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oliver
Libby,
are
Leda
Martin;
guests,
Mrs.
Susie
Phil

have supplied the local secretary
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
78-tf
j treasurers of many of the National brook. Mrs. Lizzie Waltz, Mrs. Chisie spending this week at Biscay Pond,
AGAINST
THE
FULL
MOON
Damariscotta, with a party of friends Miss Annie Newcomb and Mrs. Alice
Farm Loan Associations with all of Trone and daughter Miss Mary
from Boston.
Watts were other guests.
"What is that silhouetted
Trone,
Mrs
Allen
Cogan
and
daugh

’ the information blanks and data nec
Frank D. Rowe returned Saturday
Mrs. William Burgess and daugh- | against the bright shiny moon?”
essary for them to aid farmers ln fill ters Jill and Annette, Mrs. Mildred
cries Tommy, looking up idto thc
ing out their applications and where Gammon and son Earl, Frances night from Chicago where he attend- ters Mary and Martha have returned sky. If you want to see what
cd
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Na

from
a
visit
with
Mrs.
Helen
Brack

THREE small places for sale, suitable
the secretary-treasurers are not be Storer, Howard Borneman, Musses
tional Education Association, going ett, Mrs Burgess’ sister, at Peabody, Tommy is asking about, take a for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. J75O to
ing used as correspondents other Ann, Lois and Mary Norwood, Jeruel
pencil and join all the numbered $850. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main Bt.
as alternate delegate from the Knox Mass.
78-tf
dots together, starting with dot Tel. 1080
efficient people have been equipped to M. Hart, and Mrs. Leda Martin’s
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and number one and ending with dot
County Teachers' Association. He
children,
Howard,
Robert,
Faye,
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satlsfaclaid farmers in supplying the Land
, tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered. Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
1 Bank Commissioner’s Agent with the Carroll and Patrica, all of Warren, was accompanied both ways by Stuart Burgess of Weymouth, Mass., number forty.
HARDWARE CO.. 4U8 Main St., Cltv.
and Mrs. Olive Brasier of Thomas Joseph Blalsdell, principal of Rock and George Teague were entertained
information necessary for prelimi
__________________________________ 78-tf
land High School. Both Mr. Rowe at supper last Thursday by Mrs. Jane |
ton.
j $200 TOTAL PRICE FOR Atlantic
nary action in connection with such
Rehearsals will start Friday eve- i and Mr. Blaisdell visited the Century Andrews and Miss Annie Newcombe.
Htghway home. Four room cottage
I applications.
dwelling, pump In kitchen sink, one acre
ning for another of those excellent of Progress Exposition while in ChiMrs. Emma Seavey who has been
land. Right on htghway. Bargain If
"I hope farmers will cooperate with
cago
there ever was one. DICKEY AGENCY.
August
concerts
to
be
given
in
the
with
her
daughter
M
Seldon
Rob

jme in applying locally rather than
Belfast. Maine.
80-85
Baptist Church auditorium some
Sunday services will be as usual at inson for an extendej visit has re
$400 TOTAL PRICE 14 ACRE FARM*.
coming to the Federal Land Bank in
time
next
month.
Chester
O.
Wyllie
the Baptist Church as the pastor, turned to her homc in Ihomaston.
, Six room dwelling In good condition,
1 Springfield. I am obligated to give
barn 25x30: running spring water In
is director and that in itself is a Rev. Howard A. Welch is expected to
Miss Nathalie Starri is employed
dwelling: $400 rash takes lt. DICKEY
just as much consideration to an ap
promise of something fine in the way return Saturday from the RoyaT Am- at the Plymouth Tea Room.
AGENCY. Belfast. Maine.
80-85
plication received from any one of of a musical evening. Some very j bassador Baptist Boys' Camp at
175 ACRE FARM for sale. $1200. Price
includes two cows. 500 chickens. 30
my correspondents as I could possibly good singers will assist, names to be '■ Ocean Park.
young turkeys, all hay and straw In
SOMERVILLE
give to any farmer who comes to me
barn. 15.000 shingles. 3000 ft. boards,
(J To U( Printing ia more than
announced
later,
A
son
was
born
Monday
to
Mr.
and
j directly."
about nine cords flttpd wood. 1,4 aeres
juat putting word* into type.
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont, Mass., Mrs. Charles Overlock. Mrs. Luther
Mist Marie Turner passed the
oats, one acre corn, one acre potatoea,
other garden crops, all growing good,
is spending the week with her sister Clark of Thomaston is caring for the weekend with her friend, Miss It ia the creation of a work of art,
three apple orchards. 100 acres nice
be it a eimple little announcement
Mary Roberts Rinehart, writing ln
Acids, 75 acres woods and pastures; onemother and child and Mrs. Edward Marcia Hlslar of Weeks Mills.
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
I My Story" about her resourceful Mrs. Martha Watts.
half mile off Bangor-Brooks road, about
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cook and Davis is assisting at the Overlook
Mr .and Mrs. Joseph Leonard and we take all the pride of an artiet
20 miles from Bangor and same dis
grandmother, says; "Completely un
tance from Belfast; four miles from
daughter
Eleanor
of
Mansfield,
Mass.,
home
with
the
housework.
sons
of Camden visited friends in in hie craft, in each job; and that
Monroe village; barn 45x90 ft.; double
trained and with no openings outside
ie the eocret of tho euperlativo
plastered,
two story dwelling; new
town
Sunday.
Mrs. Jane Andrews entertained at
j of school teaching for women in those arrived Saturday and are guests of
quality of Tho Courier-Gazette
hrooder house; never falling well water.
Randolph
Hisler
was
a
caller
Sun

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie.
dinner
Saturday
at
Rockledge
Inn,
Printing.
Owner must sell. Sacrifices everything
, days, she fell back on her needle.
for $1200, cash preferred but would take
Ernest Welch and Miss Mildred Spruce Head, in honor of Mr. and day at C. W. Evans'.
) "Reminding one,” comments A. W„
$800 down and balance on easy terms.
Mrs.
Lewis
Burgess
and
Stuart
Bur

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
L.
Turner
and
This Is thc best farm buy we know of
Welch
of
Westboro,
Mass
,
have
been
"of the man who sat down on the
at the present time. Come and look lt
spur of the moment."—Washington visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer .E. Jame gess of Weymouth, Mass., who were daughter Patricia of Augusta were
over before It's too late as this one
won't
last long. THE DICKEY AGENCY.
guests
of
George
Teague
last
week,
visitors Tuesday at their home here.
son a few days this week.
Star.

ARCH HEALTH
SHOES

Crockett's Specials

; LOST AND FOUND ;

NO. 1. NEW DRESSES,

59c and $1.00

NO. 2. MEN’S WORK SHIRTS,

39c

NO. 3. FULL FASHIONED HOSE, 39c

NO. 4. ASSORTED COOKIES, lb. 10c
These Are Splendid Values
characteristic of

$4.40

;

WANTED

*

b**************h

E, B. CROCKETT

5&10c to $1.00 STORE

98c to $1.25

$1.98 to $2.98

R. E. NUTT

For Sale
VALUES
In Carload Lots
Direct To You

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

♦
♦
♦ Summer Cottages J

REAL ESTATE

The Courier-Gazette

Belfast, Maine,

80-85

Every-Other-Day

Earl Tasker and family of BradON ANNUAL TOUR
‘ ford and Roy Hunter and family of
Rockville spent the weekend with Mr. Assessor Keep and Register
( and Mrs. F. J. Hunter at The HighWinslow Have Day of
I lands. On their return Mr. and Mrs.
i Tasker were accompanied by their
Sightseeing
i daughter Barbara who had been
j spending several weeks with her
City Assessor Herbert W. Keep
In addition to personal notes regard- j Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and
*
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart grandparents.
and Register of Deeds Albert Wins
ment especially desires information of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robinson have
Not« shenPtTy‘T.'llTuiephXC w’l'll’be been gUeStS for a feW days °f MrS
low made their annual pilgrimage
Miss Jessie Rubenstein who has
gladly received.
Keene’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron been visiting friends in Boston and yesterday, and it had for its mecca
telephone ................ .. .......... 770 or 794 □avis, Glenmere.
vicinity for 5o days joined her par the city of Ellsworth which was half
ents,
Mr. and Mrs. David Rubenstein, destroyed by fire some weeks ago.
Miss Ruth Dondis has returned
Chapin Class held a most enjoy Sunday for the summer.
They found three new blocks and 15
from a visit with Miss Elda Lermond,
able picnic at the Holiday Beach cot
residences in process of construcNorth Haven.
tage of Mrs. C. E. Rollins Tuesday
Warden and Mrs. R. E. Thurston tlon' these activities making a happy
night. There were present 16 mem- have as guests at Camp Tonawanda. contrast to closed banks and dull
Miss Norma Frost, daughter of
| Jiers, who after disposing of a Crescent Beach, this week, Mr. and 1 conditions generally.
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, is at Camp
hearty supper, devoted their time to Mrs. Arthur Axberg and children of The main purpose of their visit to
Pesquasawasix, Lake Worthley, Gor
. cards and other social diversions. New York, Mr. and Mrs. Olaf Theller ! Ellsworth however was to Jin&pect
ham, for the summer.
The Class will have another outing and daughter of Wollaston, Mass., | the new Hancock County CourtTuesday night, July 25, at the cot and Mrs. Thurston's mother Mrs J. house. They were given an exceed
Mrs. Richard Stanley and daugh
tage of Mrs. George L. St. Clair.
ingly cordial reception by Register
F. Nelson of Norfolk Downs, Mass.
ter Lucille are visiting relatives in
of Deeds Oeorge Hadlock, whose fine
North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beaton of
Mrs. George W. Smith went to Bos- quarters Mr. Winslow especially en
Oliver street have as guests Mr. and I (On yesterday, expecting to return vied. Of great interest to Mr. Keep
Mrs. Adelma Mullen was hostess to
Mrs. John G. Robbins of Washing- Saturday, accompanied by Mr. Smith was the discovery that it was Mr. I
the Chummy Club Tuesday evening,
ton, D. C.
who has been receiving medical I Hadlock’s brother, a clergyman,!
with bridge honors falling to Mrs.
treatment there.
who officiated at his marriage 41
E. W. Freeman and Mrs. Kate Hall.
Mrs. C. Milton Friese and two chil
years
ago.
The club on Wednesday night of last j
Louis A. Bosse is making an ex The Rockland men were shown the
dren of Plainfield, N. J, are expect
week celebrated Mrs. Flora Fernald's j ed to arrive Saturday to be guests of tended visit with his aunt, Mrs. J. R.
Court House from basement to attic,
birthday. The delightful affair was
•
Mrs. Friese's mother, Mrs. C. F. Sim Flye, Crescent street.
and were delighted with its appoint
held at the home of Mrs. Freeman, '
mons.
ments which are of an utra-modern
who served supper. Bridge honors j
Mme. Isafiel Venegerova. q|ano in
character.
fell to Mrs. Ida Huntley and Mrs.
The second summer outing of the structor at the Curtis Institute of
On the return journey they visited
Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Fernald being
Methebesec Club takes place tomor Music, Philadelphia, is at The Wee the mammoth paper mill at Bucks
presented with a special gift.
row at the cottage of Mrs. Katherine Housie, Rockport, for the summer.
port and thanks to Mr. Keep's long
St. Clair, Crescent Beach. Take
Capt. and Mrs. Alfred E. Rawley connection with the Central Maine!
Miss Katherine Chandler of South
basket lunch. Mrs. St. Clair will ar
of Hampden Highlands were in the Power Company they were shown
Union who has been visiting her
range transportation for those desir
city Monday enroute to Tenant's every phase of the work, from the I
aunt, Mrs. Joanna Dodge, has re
ing it.
Harbor where they are visiting rela time the logs entered the mill until
turned home.
they emerged as rolls of white paper
Prof. Wilbert Snow and family of tives.
weighing 1500 pounds.
Mrs. CaH Libby and children of j Middletown. Conn . arc at
sum.
Miss Cora Hall entertained recently
In Belfast they visited the Waldo
Nattltuck. Long Island, are spending
i mer home, Spruce Head, for the re- at Molineaux Camp, Megunticook County Court House and Winslow
the summer at Owl's Head.
I mainder of thc season.
Lake, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs. talked shop with the Waldo register
Alderman and Mrs. Ralph P.j Mrs. Roberl Orlndle is visiting Mr. Daniel Snow and Mrs. Ronald Messer J of deeds who is a woman, Miss
’
i Louise Royal. Here, also they were |
--------Conant have returned from a week's^ Mfs Robert Adams
Mrs. Myra Elwell went Sunday to
courteously received.
motor journey through Maine and
‘ ville for a few days, returning with Kennebunkport to stay several weeks.
the White Mountains.
____
1 Mrs Adams wh0 had h®*" ln Thom- J She accompanied her daughter Mrs. j Mr and Mrs Woodbury Phiibrook

OCl ETY.

George W. Roberts is in Boston aston callcd by the' death Of her
brother, Frank A. Beverage.
this week. He was accompanied,
_____
tlure by J. E. Roberts, who ha. ..inc.
pr and
parley Damon and Mrs.
returned.
Alice Kalloch were guests of Mr. and
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Eldrid«e who has been v‘sltins here of Lexington. Mass..

were

guests

Ocorge HaU and slgter Mi5~ Cora Wednesday of S. Nilo Spear and Mrs.
Hall were guests at Ernest Mahoney's Alice Spear, Old County road.
in Lincolnville Monday.
An important meeting of the
Mrs. Edward Connors in Bangor
excAtive board of the Garden Club
Mrs. Walter M. Spear who is
The
World
Wide
Guild
class
of
the
Sunday.
.■•pending the summer at her camp at
Littlefield Memorial Church will give has been called for Friday afternoon
Biscay PoiSd, Damariscotta, is enter Mrs. Walter H. Spear was hostess an entertainment in the vestry Friday at 2.30 sharp at The Thorndike.
taining a party of Portland and I
evening at 8 o'clock. One of the num
i to the Tuesday Club yesterday.
Mrs. Arthur Foster of New York is
Rockland friends
bers on the program is a play “Yesthe
guest of her parents. Mr. and
John H. McLoon who has been in fert}ay. Today and Tomorrow.
No
Mrs. H. A. Buffum.
Mrs. Elmer Bardee and children, Bcston for a few days on business admission: everj'body welcome,
Robert and Beatrice, of Port au
returned last night, accompanied by
Mrs. Emily Greene who has been I Mrs. E. H. Wiswall and children,
Prince. Haiti, arrived Tuesday for a
Mrs. McLoon who visited her sister, j
visiting at the Lufkin cottage, Coop- Martha and William, of Wellesley,
visit of several weeks with Mrs.
Mrs. Merrill S.
ay, ln Portland ej..g
the p^t, two WCeks, has Mass., are guests of Mrs. Wiswall's
Bardee's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
meantime.
: returned.
j patents, Hon. and Mrs. W. T. Cobb,
ert H. House, Camden road.
——
for the month of July.
The Charity Club has luncheon toThe Larkin Club was entertained
____
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton,
Mass., is at her cottage at Spruce ,day a* Rockledge Inn.
Monday evening by Mrs. Olive Fales.,
Alice Demmons has returned
in South Warren. A pleasant evening (0 Rumford alter spending a week
Head.
____
Irvine Cook of Melrose, Mass., was was spent and lunch served. Those with her si£ter> Mrs Julia shattUck.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane re- overnight guest Monday of Mr. and present were Mrs. Felecia Dodge. Mrs
Mrs. Leo Howard.
turned from Boston last night.
Marjorie Cummings. Mrs. Blanche j Mrs Pred collamore who has been I
„
Fales, Mrs. Doris Jordan. Mrs. Clara
jor seVCTa] weeks is now able to Mrs. Earl Perry and daughter,
Mrs. Adelbert
L. marca
Miles niter
entertained
each I
«
uiuilu curtls,
curtls, Mrs.
Mrs. Belle
Belle Frost.
Frost, Mrs.
Mrs. Betn
Bern gU up for a very few
Earline, are guests of Mrs. Perry's
's f at .‘upper last night at her cottage Seavey. all of this city. Mrs. Rena d
mother, Mrs. C. H. Cold , Swan 'a i at Lucia Beach.
x-r.. rv,ri-;
Fales of East Friendship. Mrs.
Doris
Island.
-------Maxey of South Warren, and Mrs.
Walter Kcnfield and family of New
____
Mrs. B. R Stinson has returned
Mrs. A. J. Nichols is visiting her from Castine where she was guest of Isma Hopkins of Fredericksburg, Va. Jersey are at the Luce farm, Camden road for several weeks.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond, her sister, Mrs. Eva Lowell, for a
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hopkins and
few days.
North Haven.
_____
, daughters Marjorie and Helen of
Irving Shattuck of Mt. Vernon
Representative
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Mo, Fredericksburg. Va., and Mrs. Lew.s £pent the weekend with his mother,
The Thursday Auction meets today
with Mrs Perley Damon at the L. A. ran Jr. were in Lewiston yesterday. Albee of Port Lauderdale, Fla., who Mrs A T C|lfford BOnny View
_____
j have been spending the past three ■ Parm
Crockett cottage, Ash Point.
A delightful house party at the weeks at their old home in this city 1
Mrs. Carrie Soper of Waterville Orne cottage, Crawford Lake, over with relatives, left yesterday for home.
Joseph Marcus and Fred Weitman
who is spending the summer at hcr the weekend comprised Mr. and Mrs.
of Providence were recent guests of
Mrs. Lydia Cummings who has been
cottage at Owl’s Head, has as guests Kendric L. Libby. Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Marcus.
quite ill at the home of Mrs. DillingSeymour
Cameron.
Francis
Orne,
Mrs. Richard Sprague and two chil
Miss Sibyl Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. Lam in Rockport, is able to be about.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs.
dren of Portland.
Austin V. McKowen Jr. of Augusta.
_____
Mrs. Bessie Wheeler while attend- Susie Davis. Edward Vose and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Leland A. WinchenMiss Margaret Hannegan was guest ing thc American legion convention ,Sabra Chandler motored to Bath
bach of Waldoboro have announced
of Mrs. Mary S Phelan in North Ha- i in Portland was the guest of her Sunday. Mrs. Chandler remaining
thc engagement of their daughter
to visit relatives and friends.
ven for the weekend.
1 daughter Mrs. Edna Stevens,
Barbara Lee, to James Alfred McAlccr, son of Mr and Mrs. John A.
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith was hostess
Miss Bertha Marcus of Providence
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New
McAleer of North Weymouth, Mass. York were dinner guests of Mrs. is visiting Miss Sadie Marcus.
to Hatetoquitij Club Tuesday eve
ning.
Carrie Waltz Tuesday.
Harold F. Roberts and family of
The Karases Club held its annual
Stamford. Conn., are occupying their
Miss Ellen Daly has returned from reunion Tuesday, the eight members
Mrs. Susie Davis was a guest of
summer home Trial n^ark Farm at
dining at Lincolnville Beach Inn, Mrs. C. E. Rollins at Holiday Beach
a visit in Boston.
Owl's Head.
after which they returned to the i Tuesday. Mrs. Adelaide Butman
Miss Adelaide E. Snow and Miss apartment of Miss Alfreda Perry. visited there last week.
Esten W. Porter of New York is Maud Hall are occupying a cottage
This club feels it has rather an un
spending a few days in Rockland and
at Crescent Beach.
usual record, in that its members
Miss Pearl Borgerson is making a
vicinity, displaying the physical fit
--------i were all childhood friends and neigh- few days’ visit at Matinicus.
ness which comes from two hours
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman of bors During.high school years the
daily on the tennis court. From the Palmer, Mass., arrive Saturday to J cjub was (ormed and )ts fortnightly
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Julian of Wins
viewpoint of a New Yorker who keeps be guests of Mr,and Mrs. F. A. Kim meetings were enjoyed no more than ton-Salem. N. C., are guests of Mr.
close tabs on current matters he sees ball at The Highlands.
these yearly gatherings which are I and Mrs. Benjamin Miller for a few
business on thc up-grade.
looked forward to each summer.
[ days.
Guests at Owl’s Head Inn arc Dr. i
William Porter arrives Saturday and Mrs. Bradford Adams and
from New York and will join his daughter Dorothy, Miss Lorna
FRIDAY
family at Lake City, where he will Conant and Mrs. Marthyng, all of
Who's Afraid To Fight!
remain through July and possibly Springfield, Mass.
part of August.
LEE TRACY
Virginia Witham, attaining her |
A scrapping kid in khaki! Hard boiled . . .
Miss Dorothy Magune is visiting eighth birthdliy M’onday was ten-)
brazen . . . cocky . . . carefree . . . lovable
her cousin Villa Magune at Crescent dered a most delightful celebration.
. . . and misunderstood lty everybody!
in
Beach until Friday when she re With her mother, Mrs. Blmer
turns to her duties at Knox Hospital. Witham, as chauffeur and accom
“PRIVATE
panied by three of her playmates.
JONES”
Mrs. Chester Vose gave a surprise
Naomi Rackliffe. Ruth Robinson
birthday party Tuesday at her at
No Woman Can Be Happy Without
and Gloria Witham, also by Mrs.
SATURDAY
Love. I had the most precious thing
tractive home at Brooklyn Heights,
In life and threw lt away.
Irving Barbour, they motored to Lin
in honor of Miss Alice Hall. A colnville Beach where Virginia's sis
pretty birthday cake made by Mrs. ter, Miss Mildred Witham, conducts
Charles Smith was one of the fea
a lobster pound for the summer.
tures. The guests were Mrs. Matte
with ••
There swimming and beach games
Spaulding. Mrs. Earl Woodcock,
were enjoyed, the abundance of re
Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs. Herbert
freshments featuring a gaily deco
Prescott. Mrs. Donald Whitney, rated birthday cake. Virginia re
NOW PLAYING
Miss Alice Hall and Mrs. Weston
“SILVER CORD”
ceived several nice gifts.
Young.
with IRENE DUNNE
Stover's Pride Flour—"The Flour
Special this week only — Large the Best Cooks Use.”—adv.
chicks, several varieties, 15 for $1 at
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
Stover’s, Rockland. Seeds — feeds —
No tax this week on flours bought
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till 10.30
fertilizers.
82-84 at Stover's. Buy Today.
83-lt

Fuller' Cobb' Davis
Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly Filled

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS

CANDLEWICK BEDSPREADS
Hand Tufted.

DRESS LINENS

Special at—

Reduced to

$1.25

55c yard
Colors: Blue, Rose, Green, White and Eggshell

Torn Size 87xl0'8

Full Line of Children’s

SOCKS AND ANKLETS
For hot weather—Specially made to fit

25c
Orchid

PA-TEX DISH TOWELS

MUSLIN CANDLEWICK SPREADS, $2.25

Absorb the water—Size 18x36

Torn Size 99x1 14

6 for $1.00 -

Colors: Rose, Blue, Green, Gold, Orchid

1 lemmed ready to use

COTTON MARSAILLE BEDSPREADS
Assorted Colors and Patterns

NEW!

NEW!!

NEW!!!'

Salesman's Samples at a Saving of 25'.

BEACH MULES

priced $1.00 to $3.95

30c pair
Three Sizes—Small, Medium, Large

TABLE OILCLOTH

Made from heavy wicker with turknit lining

46 inch; plain and figured
reduced to—

WHITE LINENE TWO-PIECE DRESSES

19c yard

$1.00

,

“Ann Carver’s
Profession”
Fay Wray

Sizes 14 to 20
High Grade Shoe Calf
New Lot

HAND BAGS

SUN BACK DRESSES

$1.00

Some with Double Zipper Compartments

Black, Brown, Large Sizes; Value 5.00

Striped Prints, Colored Piques

priced at $2.98

Pink, Blue, White, Red, Green

Fuller * Cobb - Davis
DAUGHTERS FIELD DAY
Krox County Chapters Sent Dele
gates to D.A.R. Affair At Poland
Spring

The field day of thc Maine Daugh
ters of the American Revolution at
the Poland Spring House was the
most largely attended ln recent years,
nearly 250 having made reservations
for luncheon. Roll call showed 25
chapters represented, with honors
for traveling the longest distance go
ing to Machias, this chapter sending
three members. Mary Dillingham

chapter of Lewiston and Auburn led
in numbers with 27 present, while
Elizabeth Wadsworth Chapter of
Portland was a close second with 21.
The Rockland Chapter was repre
sented by five members and the
Thomaston Chapter by four.
Of the eight living ex-regents, six
were present The executive board
discussed several financial matters.
i The regent Mrs. Stevens asked the
various chapters to observe the birth
day of the president general, Mrs.
Russell Magna. Nov. 15, by a speciat
1 program, at which members could

make contributions towards paying
the remaining indebtedness on Con
tinental hall in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Stevens announced that a
broadcast would doubtless be a fea
ture of the day.
She urged the members to direct
their efforts in behalf of their re
spective chapters this summer toJ wards looking up neglected graves of
Revolutionary soldiers and securing
genealegical data pertaining thereto.
Thc place of the State advisory
meeting next fall was announced as
Saco.

b
I'lit
OUg

CLUKEY AT BANGOR
Close finishes featured every one

cf the clues In th (opening day of the
Penobscot Driving Club meet at Bass
Park. Bangor, yesterday. Tne Out
look Henry Clukey's brown gelding
stepped the last heat of the 2.18 trot
and pace in 2.11*4 to make a new
' mai k for himself j The Northern
Knight in the last heat of the 2.14
| pace also established a new mark of
2.09. Pierce Chappelle was the lead
ing driver with two winners in the
three races.

HUttf-

Say Thousands Who Rush to Buy*
Big New Dodge Six at only *595*
In city after city the new Dodge Six is hanging
up new sales records. In Detroit, where talk about
a new automobile spreads from door to door al
most over-night, Dodge sales are 973.6% of the
corresponding period for last year!

Buy Now—Save Money!
No Dodge has ever sold for less than today’s
price . . . $595*. Many people, aware of the trend
in today’s markets are asking, “How can this big,
new Dodge “6” be priced so low?” Frankly, we
say to you, better see this great car right away
. . . take advantage of today’s low prices now.

Floating Power engine mountings give the big
new Dodge Six the smooth vibrationless riding
qualities rarely found in even high priced cars
of more cylinders —yet retain the known economy
of six! And Dodge carries no surplus weight.
There’s less weight per horsepower. That’s impor
tant, because every extra pound means extra gas!

free “Show-DoWD ” score card. See for yourself

why this is the only fair-and-square way to
judge automobile values!
This big, new Dodge Six is a product of Dodge
Precision methods, built by veteran Dodge crafts
men in the great, modern Dodge plant—a division
of Chrysler Motors.

Proof That Dodge Excels!

* DODGE ”5”, WITH PATENTED FLOATING POWER —115INCH WHEELBASE—$595 AND UP, E. 0. I. FACTORY. DETROIT

Go to your Dodge dealer and get the facts
about this “Show-Down” Plan. Take home the

Dodf 8 "-91115 to 81595—F. O B. Factory. Detroit

And you don’t have to take anybody’s word for
Dodge value. This rugged big Six is ready to
prove to you how.it wins out —easily — against
competitive cars.
All the guess-work has been taken out of car
buying by the Dodge “Show-Down” Plan.

Buy Car on Merit Alone!
The “Show-Down” Plan gives you a clean-cut,
definite show-down of performance and economyl
We couldn’t afford to offer the Dodge “ShowDown” Plan to the public if we didn’t know the
Dodge “6” would win out!

Dodge has 7 points of economy that mean direct
savings of from $50 to $150 on running expense
alonel
Dodfe "6" Sedan—$675, F. O. B. Factory, Detroit (extra oqeipthent additional)

ASK

YOUR

TELEPHONE 124

DEALER

ABOUT

THE

DODGE

DYER S GAR AGE, INC.

“SHOW-DOWN”

PLAN

54 PARK ST-, ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 13, 1933

Pace Eight
MATTER or TEACHERS

OUR BOYS IN CAMP

FOR CHRISTIAN SERVICE

Moody Bible Institute Offers Fife
Public Melting Is Called In South
Lawry Gives Us Another Training.—Two Thousand Students
Thomaston For Next Monday
Fort Williams Letter—Bat Last Year
Night

tery E Ball Team Wins

Clicquot Club

During the past 40 years tens of
Upon advice trom tne State Super-'
Port Williams. July 6
thousands of young men and women
Intendent of Schools, Bertram E
Packard, the chairman of the local
Thursday and Friday found the of many nationalities and denomlr.aschool board has called a meeting of batteries lining up the guns for somi 1 Uon$
MUght free training for
that iboard at the primary school! practice shots. Bob and I were
Christian service at home or abroad
building for next Monday at 7.15 day- stringing wire with the liberties for
offered by the Moody Bible Institute
light, and all citizens, especially tax- Battery I, the searchlight company,
of Chicago. More than 2,000 stu
payers, are Invited in order that each Friday We were all day doing it and
dents enrolled in its dav and eve
may have a chance to voice his choice went to Shore Acres, near Twin
Today you will find America's
ning schools last year. While for
as to whether all new untried teach- Lights. I think we covered five miles,
certain special courses a high school
ers from out of town shall be em- The big searchlight throws a beam
fine ginger ale — the only nationally
background is required, and college!
ployed this year, or whether they shall 3800 yards. I am told. The boys all
known brand that comes in full pint
training desirable yet gramma'
be well known town teachers from miss Captain Willard and son Bobby I
school training will admit to its gen- j
bottles (16 oz.)—at this attractive low
tax-paying families.
Bobby was a great favorite among all
eral course. English is taught to
Appointment of out of town teach- the companies and was famous for
price. The same mellow, sparkling
any deficient in its use.
ers for all but the two village schools his recruit drills.
The Bible ranks first in all In
blend...the same rare flavor...the same
was made by the board at its last
The big Mack bulldog trucks of
stitute courses, but instruction is1
meeting. Taxpayers will have a Battery I work at angles on either
delightful taste that has been appre
furnished in such subjects as Sunday
chance to express their opinion as to1 side of the disappearing light,
A 3-bottle premium
School Administration. Dally Vaca
ciated by millions for so many years.
whether the education of the 125 or
There seems to be a better feeling
in EVERY DOZEN
tion Bible School. Gospel Mission.
CASTINE OlTBOARDERS
more splendid youngsters in the town : among the companies as we go down
TO GIVE TWO TALKS
Public Speaking. Home Economics.
Remember
—there is orr ia
at this critical period shall be entrust- to Battery O of Brunswick and H of
You may pay slightly more at times when icing,
Clicquot's 16-ounce bottles
Prof. Knandel. Pennsylvania Poultry Getting Ready For Second Annual ed to untried out of town teachers Bath. I found quite a number of Hygiene and Manual Training In
than io the 12-ouoce bottles
delivery or other extra services are rendered.
also special courses are offered Theology,
of other nationally advertised
Expert To Be Heard At Orono
Regatta To Be Held Next Month
who are willing to come into the town the Baxter hand engine boys;
i Homiletics, Church History. Apolo
(in<er ales—much more! The
for the very small salary which the the Niagaras of Brunswick.
equivalent of 3 extra pint bot
getics. Hebrew, Yiddish. Greek and
____
The Castine Outboard C;ub re school board has voted <$12> or
Battery F won the streamer Thurs
tles (16 oc.) in every dozen.
medical
subjects
for
foreign
mission
Prof. H. C. Knandel, head of the cently held Its first regular monthly whether it shall remain with town day and Staff Sergeant Percy Hill
Department of Poultry Husbandry meeting of the summer season. Its teachers. There are available at pres was about 10 minutes getting it on work.
THE
AMERICAN
STANDARD
OF GOOD TASTE
There are three terms a year—
of Pennsylvania State College, will progress as reported by al] the stand ent in the town at least six citizens because of rust. Somehow there had
ing
committees,
is
very
encouraging,
who
are
well
qualified
to
teach
any
1
been
no
occasion
to
put
one
on
since
uln
cr
ant
'
summ
•
give two talks before the third an
more especially so, because the treas grade. This group includes one who last year, and all good metal will rust tlvnts ma' enter at any line,
nual poultry school to be held at the
Perfection will be reached when the-othcr-car-prcof. — Arkansas OaI illustrated catalogue will be mailed Place. Chicago Avenue 8t*tlon, ChiCollege of Agriculjurc. Orono .Aug. urer announced that there is a favor graduated from normal school ln ln tlme
the
automobile can be made fool-ln- aette.
cago.
Ill.
1
on
request.
Address.
153
Institute
able balance ln the treasury. Two June, three others who completed a
Saturday was trial practice day.
14 and 15.
slight changes were made in the con year's training in normal school ln |E- ° 81,(1 H were making several
Prof. Knandel has been ln charge
stitution.
June, and others who have had be- courses while the searchlight cornof tbe research and teaching staff in
The regatta committee asked and sides their adequate training, 20 years . P®ny detaU worked until 7.30 testbis department for many years He
was given approval for outboard or more of very successful teaching in« a^res. Sunday I made a trip with
will speak on "Flock Renewal A Prob
races to be run Saturday. July 15. experience in the town and already the radio operator of Battery I to
lem" and "Man's Place in Manage
These races are Intended to give all have shown that they h<ive the best the airport, and worked until 1
ment"
committees and officials proper train Interests of every child and ateo the o'clock There were many visitors
The committee has announced that
ing so that they may provide the town, at heart.
among both the Rockland and Thomthe complete programs will be avail
finest hospitality and facilities pos
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey, , “ton companies. The ball game
able about July 15 and that several
sible during the second annual re
Mrs. A. F. Sleeper.
other out of State speakers are ex
gatta, which is scheduled for Aug. 26.
Battery F _____ 2 0 3 4 6 3 x—18
pected. Visitors will be accommo
The publicity committee reported a
Battery E .......... | 0 0 1 0 0 0 1—2
dated In the University dormitories.
A well-known attorney was always
great deal of interest ln this event
Base hits. Battery F 18. Battery E
About 250 Maine poultrymen at
among drivers throughout New Eng- lecturin8 hls office boy, whether he 3. Errors. Battery F 2. Battery E 4
tended last year
land.
needed lt or not. One day he chanced
Batteries. F, Robbins. Keefe, Llbby
C. C. Clements. Winterport, repre
________ _ _
i to hear the following conversation ,
and Foster; E. J. Smith. J. Huntley,
sents the Maine Poultry Improve
"I'm thinking of opening a movie between the boy and the one em-*
W. Smith and Gushee. Home run.
ment Association on the committee theatre."
ployed next door:
Albert Gushee Three-base hit. Roofor arrangements. Among tlje vot
"Well, there's good money in that
"How much does your chief pay
bins. Struck out, by Robbins 7 by
ing directors representing the various business."
you?" asked the latter.
"/ like Pontiac
county organizations Included in the
"It isn't the money so much; but
"I get $1500 a year. Five dollars a Keefe 3. by J. Smith 5, by J. Huntbecause I want
association is Foster Jameson of Wal- I'd like to see my wife and kids once week in cash and the rest in legal ad- ley 3. Jimmie Huntley made the first
Straight Eight
hit off Robbins, stole two bases and
doboro.
in a while.”—Brooklyn Eagle.
vice!”—Washington Labor.
performance—
scored the first run. The umpires
not something
were J. Mealey and White of Head
just as good."
quarters Company.
We won the streamer Sunday,
which surprised us all. We have
“I don't want
I counted so many for E we did not
"I like safety and
cheapness, but I
j think we were ln line for another
comfort, and
want a real autothese hot days,
, Kangaroo Court was held Saturday
mobileandI want
believe me, I prise
| night and extended over to Monday
practical econ
Pontiac’s Fisher
omy. Pontiac
as some of the rookies were on guard
Controlled Ven
gives me juat
Saturday night.
tilation.”
that.”
• • • •
Fort Williams. July 11
Monday found the batteries of
A, B, C. and D going to Levitt to
"A car is a business
fire the 10 and 12 inch guns, and E
PoNTIAC—the Economy Straight Eight—is one of the out
r ecessity lor
mr.
and F were tn camp to fire the 155
Pontiac meets my
O.P.F. guns from Battery Sullivan.
standing successes of the year. It is showing the way to big-car
first need because it
The guns have-a bore of 6.1. After
lasts, stands up and
comfort and Straight Eight performance at low price and with
delivers.”
waiting nearly all day Battery F fired
ite first shot at 3 oclock and I un
operating economy.
derstand it made the target Jump out
Everybody wants big-car comfort and Straight Eight per
of the water. After that I have no
record as the analysis of the shots
formance—and everybody knows that only a Straight Eight
has not been received at this time
can give Straight Eight performance.
Battery E fired ite shots and also
did some good shooting. The radio
Pontiac is thc Economy Straight Eight. Ask any Pontiac
is broadcasting and comes in on the
same wave length as WAAB. Battery
owner—and you'll find it is giving 15 miles or more to the
G has finished its anti-aircraft shots,
gallon—and gives that not only for a few thousands of miles,
and Battery H machine gunners are
about through.
but for many thousands after you'd expect it to show signs of
"Pontiac not only
The members of the Pentecostal
performs like a truly
wear.
modern car—it looks
faith held a meeting in camp Sunday
the
part,
and
I'm
night, led by Brothers Prescott. Rob
proud oi it.”
Pontiac, you see, is so balanced in design; stresses and
bins. Robinson, Henderson and
Brown. About 200 members of thc
strains so well equalized, that it gives its owners Balanced
i other companies were in attendance.
•Value. Which is simply another way of saying it has no
I All the officers attended and there
was no disturbance of any kind.
weaknesses, but stands up as a whole.
The fire call came in at 10.45 Sun
day evening for a fire in a tent ln E
One of Pontiac’s outstanding features is Fisher Controlled
Battery. F Battery was one of the
THE COMPOSITION OF ESSOLENE,
time—wherever and whenever you
Ventilation. You’ll never know how delightful summer motor
first to respond and there was a foot
protected by U. S. Patent pending,
buy it. It sets a new goal for all
ing can be till you try it. Many say no car can be considered
race between Lawry and Whitten,
ending in a tie Another fire in Batwas developed in the world’s larg
gasolines to attain • We urge you
modern without it.
' tery O yesterday; no great damage.
est and finest petroleum research
to forget misleading, exaggerated
Battery H has fired once on the
Try a demonstration. Let Pontiac itself convince you that it
"I've been used to
balloons this morning. Thomaston
laboratories. Essolene contains a
claims made in most gasoline ad
costly cars, but I
has no equal at or near its price—that it is the outstanding car
by winning Sunday's game won the
special solvent oil which cleans,
vertising. There is only one state
must sey my Pontiac
Second Battalion championship ln
of
thc year in every detail that goes to make a car modern and
gives me everything
keeps clean and in proper work ing
ment that really counts, and that
baseball. There are more games to
I could want—and
desirable.
' be played between- the 1st and 3d
gives it economi
condition, valvestems, piston rings
Is the statement you yourself will
’ Battalions. We never know more
cally.”
/
and piston ring grooves. Essolene
make after you have tried Essolene
j than three hours beforehand when
Visit the General Motors Building, Century oi Progress
i we play We are very fortunate in
contains no ordinary lubricating
in your car. Try it once, when your
having Chester Vose again as cook.
oil • You know what kind of motor
tank is cleared of other fuels. Be
He Ls rated one of the best in the
fuel you are getting when the
your own judge, on the basis of
240th Company. The K.P.’s are also
good. Recall came from Preble at
Colonial Beacon Oil Company,
any test or comparison you care
11.30. There was no firing Tuesday,
Inc., guarantees it. This company,
to make—and we will rest our case
i Regimental parade at 1 o’clock.
Charles M. Lawry
with its thousands of Colonial Esso
on your decision • Essolene Is sold

now at this

LOW

Ginger Ale

price!

On//a STRAIGHT EIGHT can give

Straight Eight PERFORMANCE!

what kind of motor fuel

you are getting when the
COLONIAL BEACON

OIL CO

Stations and Dealers, will never

at all Colonial Esso Stations and

allow its products to take second

Dealers.

place o Essolene guarantees
smoother performance—all

the

copr. isas. Emo, inc.

•
Colored Orange
•
to Prevent Substitution

ene
GASOLINE PRICE

.COLONIAL

£sso
stations^

Gitcmtnfces Smoother Performance
(Euol.ne Composition protected by U. S. Pat. pending)

Essolene, Esso, and Fssnhibe—the 5-Star Motor Oil, are sold at Colonial Esao Sta
tions und Dealeraowned,operated or supplied byColonial Beacon Otl Company, Inc.

Indians on a Western reservation
are reported to be showing symptoms
of uneasiness. Maybe some one has
[ been telling them that the whites
1 want to give the country back to
them.—Buffalo Evening News.

Ask your dealer ior a copy

oi the booklet, "What do
you

------------------------------------- «rr-

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clock.

All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

mean- Balanced

Value.” It ia tree.

Body by Fisher.

PDNTIAC
THE

I

ECONOMY

712 MAIN STREET

STRAIGHT

BALANCED VALUE
Economy

•

Durability

Comfort . Safoty

EIGHT

C. W. HOPKINS

Appoaranco

ANO UP FOB PONTIAC
E ASV & M AC TEAMS
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

ROCKLAND, ME.

1

